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2 IGOR ARRIETA TORRES
1. Introduction
In this work we study three topologies defined over the same set: the
hedgehog. As the name suggests, the hedgehog can be described as a set of
spines identified at a single point. The first topology on the hedgehog will
be a quotient topology, and the resulting space will said to be the quotient
hedgehog. The main feature of the next topology, which we shall refer to as
the compact hedgehog, will, of course, be compactness. The third and last
topology will be generated by a metric, and thus the resulting space will
said to be themetric hedgehog. Each of the spaces has its particular properties
and several interesting implications in Topology; so let us start by figuring
out the importance of these spaces:
Motivation
There are a number of reasons why topological hedgehogs are worthy of
being studied in depth. Firstly, hedgehog spaces are a nice source of coun-
terexamples in topology. For instance, the quotient hedgehog will turn out
to be one of the easiest examples of a quotient of a first countable space
which is not first countable. We will also prove that the quotient hedgehog
is an example of a Fre´chet–Urysohn space which is not first countable. Fur-
thermore, a classical counterexample in topology will be studied, namely
the Fre´chet–Urysohn fan, which is strongly related to the quotient hedge-
hog. Many other interesting examples will arise as a consequence of the
study of the topological properties of the three hedgehogs.
Secondly, the hedgehogs are of great importance in point-set topology, and
they have a number of interesting applications. More precisely, we will
prove some deep results concerning the hedgehogs, one of them being the
Kowalsky’s hedgehog theorem, which surprisingly asserts that every met-
rizable space is embeddable into a countable cartesian power of the metric
hedgehog. Besides, the concept of collectionwise normality will be studied
and we will provide a full answer to the task of determining whether a
given space is collectionwise normal. The key in that answer will turn out
to be the metric hedgehog. Additionally, we are going to obtain infinitely
many different characterizations of normality in topological spaces, all of
them based on the metric hedgehog.
Last but not least, the topological hedgehogs provide a good opportunity
to learn about many different facts from general point-set topology. In fact,
almost all the concepts learnt in the course in Topology of the UPV/EHU
have appeared throughout these notes, and many others have also been
introduced and studied. Therefore, our three hedgehogs are the perfect
partners for a pleasant journey through the main areas of general topology.
Organization of the memory
These notes are organized as follows. In Section 3, we give a number of
preliminary results in order to make this notes self-contained.
In Section 4 the hedgehog is defined as a set and its most immediate
properties are studied. Besides, the hedgehog is given a structure of par-
tially ordered set and complete semilattice. Further, in Subsection 4.3 we
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provide an alternative description of the the hedgehog as a subset of the
cube [0, 1]I .
Section 5 deals with the first topology on the hedgehog, namely the
quotient topology. Firstly, a complete description of the topology is given,
and then its most remarkable topological features are explained. Among
others, in Subsection 5.1 we explain its relation to the Fre´chet–Urysohn fan.
In Section 6, we introduce the compact topology on the hedgehog and
the main properties are studied.
The last topology on the hedgehog is presented in Section 7. More
precisely, the hedgehog will be seen as a metric space. Among others, we
shall give a proof for the Kowalsky’s Hedgehog Theorem (Subsection 7.1)
and a Tietze-type extension theorem for the metric hedgehog will also be
shown (Subsection 7.2).
Personal work
These notes were originally inspired by [9], a homework exercise set
proposed by Mikhail Matveev (George Mason University). However, we
have gone much further in the study of the three hedgegos than what it
is asked in [9]. In fact, several properties about the quotient and compact
hedgehoghave been proved by the author. Regarding themetric hedgehog,
we havemainly followed the book [1]. On the one hand, details of the proofs
left to the reader have been completed by the author. On the other hand,
the dissertation also includes a number of solved exercises, most of them
proposed in [1], whichhavebeenpresented togetherwith the text, since they
accompany the theory and the development of these notes. Examples of
work carried out by the author include the proofs of Proposition 7.11 (whose
proof is only sketched in [7]), certain properties of the metric hedgehog,
some results shown in Section 7.1 (particularly Theorems 7.18 and 7.19), as
well as Theorem 7.27 (as far as the author knows the proof of this result has
only been published in Russian, cf. [8]) and Theorem 7.28.
2. Notation
Given a topological space (X, τX) and x ∈ X, the family of all the neigh-
borhoods of x will be denoted by Nx. The closure (resp. interior) of a set
A ⊆ X will be denoted by A (resp. int A). If B ⊆ A ⊆ X, we may write BA
for the closure of B in A, i.e. B
A
= B ∩ A, where B is the closure of B in X.
If (Y, τY) is a further topological space, we may write X  Y if X and Y are
homeomorphic.
LetA be a set and f : A −→ [0, 1] a mapping. Throughout these notes, we
shall write
[ f > t] = f−1 ((t, 1]) and [ f ≥ t] = f−1 ([t, 1]) for each t ∈ [0, 1) and
[ f < t] = f−1 ([0, t)) and [ f ≤ t] = f−1 ([0, t]) for each t ∈ (0, 1].
Given a partially ordered set P and x, y ∈ P, we will denote by x∨ y (resp.
x∧ y) the supremum (resp. infimum) of x and ywhen it exists. Similarly, if
S ⊆ P, we will write ∨S (resp. ∧ S) for the supremum (resp. infimum) of
S, whenever it exists.
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ForX a set andA ⊆ X, the symbolχA stands for the characteristic function
of A, i.e. the mapping χA : X −→ {0, 1} given by χA(x) = 0 if x < A and
χA(x) = 1 if x ∈ A.
In these notes, κ will always denote some cardinal. Besides, the symbol
ℵ0 will be written for the cardinality of the set of natural numbers N, i.e.
it will denote a countably infinite cardinal. Similarly, the symbol c will be
written for the cardinality of the set of all real numbers. Given a set X, we
will usually write |X| for the cardinality of X.
3. Preliminaries
In this sectionwe provide all the preliminary results needed for a smooth
development and understanding of this work. We will specially focus on
the concepts and results of general topology which are not covered in the
degree in mathematics of the UPV/EHU.
Recall that a topological space (X, τ) is separable if there is a countable
dense subset D ⊆ X.
Lemma3.1. Let (X, τX) and (Y, τY) be topological spaces, f : X −→ Y a continuous
map and assume that X is separable. Then f (X) is separable.
Proof. Let D be a countable dense subset of X. Since D is countable, f (D) is
countable. By continuity of f , f (D) ⊆ f (D). Note that f (D) = f (X) because
D is dense. Let f (D)
f (X)
denote the closure of f (D) in f (X). One has
f (X) = f (X) ∩ f (D) ⊆ f (X) ∩ f (D) = f (D) f (X) ⊆ f (X),
which shows that f (D) is dense in f (X), and hence f (X) is separable. 
Lemma 3.2. The product of countably many separable topological spaces is sepa-
rable with the Tychonoff topology.
Proof. Let {Xn}n∈N be a countable family of separable topological spaces and
set X =
∏
n∈N Xn. For each n ∈ N, let Dn denote a countable dense subset
of Xn. Fix x = {xn}n∈N in X and define
D =
⋃
n∈N
(
n∏
m=1
Dm
)
×
(
+∞∏
m=n+1
{xm}
)
.
Note thatD is countable because it is a countable unionof countable sets. We
now show that D is also dense in X. Let y = {yn}n∈N in X. LetU =
∏
n∈NUn
be a basic open neighborhood of y, where Un is open in Xn for every n ∈N
and U j = X j whenever j < J for some finite subset J ⊆N. Let n0 =
∨
J ∈N.
For every n = 1, . . . , n0, since Dn is dense, there is zn ∈ Dn ∩ Un. For each
n > n0, set zn = xn. Then z = {zn}n∈N ∈ D ∩U and D is dense. 
Definition 3.3. LetX be a set, {(Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of topological spaces, and
{ fi : X −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I a family ofmaps. The initial topology onX is the coarsest
topology which makes all the maps fi continuous.
It is easy to show that the initial topology coincides with the topology on
X which is generated by the subbasis { f−1
i
(U) | U ∈ τi, i ∈ I}.
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Examples 3.4. (1) Let {(Xi, τi)}i∈I be a family of topological spaces. The
product topology is the initial topology with respect to the coordinate pro-
jections
{
ϕi :
∏
j∈I X j −→ (Xi, τi)
}
i∈I .
(2) Let (X, τX) be a topological space and A ⊆ X. The initial topology
with respect to the inclusion map ι : A −→ (X, τX) is precisely the subspace
topology of A.
Later, the following universal property concerning the initial topology
will be fundamental.
Proposition 3.5. Let (X, τX) be the initial topology with respect to the family
{(Yi, τi)}i∈I of topological spaces and the family { fi : X −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I of maps. Let
(Z, τZ) be a further topological space. Then, a mapping 1 : (Z, τZ) −→ (X, τX) is
continuous if and only if fi ◦ 1 is continuous for every i ∈ I.
X Yi
Z
fi
1
fi◦1
Proof. ⇒) This implication is clear because the composition of continuous
maps is continuous.
⇐) Assume that fi ◦ 1 is continuous for every i ∈ I. Let f−1i (U) be a subbasic
open set in (X, τX), where U ∈ τi and i ∈ I. Then 1−1
(
f−1
i
(U)
)
= ( fi ◦ 1)−1(U),
which is open by continuity of fi ◦ 1. Hence, 1 is continuous. 
Lemma3.6. LetX be a set and (Y, τY) a topological space. Assume that f : X −→ Y
is a bijective map. Then, the family τX = { f−1(U) | U ∈ τY} is a topology defined
on X which makes f : (X, τX) −→ (Y, τY) a homeomorphism. Moreover, if βY is a
base (resp. subbase) of (Y, τY), then βX = { f−1(B) | B ∈ βY} is a base (resp. subbase)
of (X, τX).
Proof. It is very easy to show that τX is a topology on X, which makes
f : (X, τX) −→ (Y, τY) continuous. Since f is surjective, we deduce that
f : (X, τX) −→ (Y, τY) is open, and thus a homeomorphism. Assume now
that βY is a basis of (Y, τY) and set βX = { f−1(B) | B ∈ βY}. Then βX ⊆ τX, and
for each V = f−1(U) ∈ τX (where U ∈ τY), one can write U =
⋃
i∈I Bi where
Bi ∈ βY because βY is a basis. Thus V =
⋃
i∈I f−1(Bi) and βX is a basis. The
assertion corresponding to the subbase can be proved in the same way. 
Definition 3.7. A topological space isX is universal in a classC of topological
spaces if
(i) X belongs to the class C;
(ii) Every topological space in C can be embedded into X.
Definition 3.8. A subset in a topological space is said to be an Fσ-set if it is
a countable union of closed sets. Dually, a subset is said to be a Gδ-set if it
is a countable intersection of open sets.
Let us also recall the following fact from general topology.
Proposition 3.9. Every compact Hausdorff space is normal.
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3.1. Metric spaces. We shall need to recall now some definitions and prop-
erties concerning metric spaces.
Definition 3.10. A metric space X is said to be totally bounded if for every
ε > 0 there exists a finite collection of open balls of radius ε whose union
equals X.
Lemma 3.11. A metric space is separable if and only if it is second countable.
Proof. ⇒) Let D = {xn | n ∈ N} be a countable dense subset in a separable
metric space (X, d). Denote by B(x, r) the ball centered at x ∈ X of radius
r > 0, and define
β = {B(xn, 1/k) | n, k ∈N}.
We will show that β is a countable basis of X. The countability is clear, so
let U be an open subset of X and take x ∈ U. Then there is an r > 0 such
that B(x, r) ⊆ U. Select k ∈ N such that 1/k < r/2. By density of D, one has
D∩B(x, 1/k) , ∅, so there is an n ∈Nwhich satisfies xn ∈ D∩B(x, 1/k). Note
that x ∈ B(xn, 1/k), so the only task remaining is to show that B(xn, 1/k) ⊆ U.
Indeed, let y ∈ B(xn, 1/k). One has
d(y, x) ≤ d(y, xn) + d(xn, x) < 1/k + 1/k = 2/k < r,
and hence y ∈ B(x, r) ⊆ U, as desired.
⇐) Let β = {Bn}n∈N be a countable basis of a second countable metric space
(X, d). For all n ∈N, choose xn ∈ Bn and set D = {xn | n ∈N}. It is clear that
D is a countable dense subset of X. 
Corollary 3.12. Every subspace of a separable metric space is separable.
Proof. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and A ⊆ X. By the previous
lemma, X is second countable, which is an hereditary property. Thus A is
second countable, and again by the previous lemma, A is separable. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. Recall that one defines d(x,A) = inf{d(x, y) |
y ∈ A} for all nonempty subsets A ⊆ X and x ∈ X. For convenience, we set
d(x,∅) = 1 for all x ∈ X.
Lemma 3.13. (Cf. [1, page 254, Proposition 4.1.9, Corollary 4.1.12]) Let (X, d)
be a metric space and A ⊆ X. Then the map
fA : X −→ R
x 7−→ fA(x) = d(x,A)
is continuous. Moreover, if A is closed, then A = f−1
A
({0}).
Proof. Clearly we can assume that A , ∅. First we shall show that for all
x, y ∈ X
|d(x,A) − d(y,A)| ≤ d(x, y).
Let x, y ∈ X. For all a ∈ A the triangular inequality yields d(x,A) ≤ d(x, a) ≤
d(x, y) + d(y, a), and taking the infimum, one gets d(x,A) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y,A),
that is, d(x,A)−d(y,A) ≤ d(x, y). By symmetry,we alsohave d(y,A)−d(x,A) ≤
d(x, y) and thus |d(x,A)− d(y,A)| ≤ d(x, y) follows. Then, for every ε > 0, we
have | fA(x) − fA(y)| ≤ d(x, y) < ε whenever d(x, y) < ε, i.e. fA is continuous.
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Nowwe show the second part of the statement. Suppose thatA is closed.
The inclusion A ⊆ f−1
A
({0}) is clear and always holds, so let us prove the
reverse one. Suppose that x ∈ f−1
A
({0}), i.e. d(x,A) = 0. Then for each n ∈N
there is a yn ∈ A such that d(x, yn) < 1/n. This means that the sequence
{yn}n∈N ⊆ A converges to x. Hence x ∈ A = A, as we wanted to prove. 
The following result asserts that there is no loss of generality in assuming
that the metric in a metric space is bounded.
Lemma 3.14. (Cf. [1, page 250, Theorem 4.1.3, Corollary 4.1.12]) For every
metric space (X, d) there exists a metric d1 on the set X which is bounded by 1 and
induces the same topology as d does.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that
d1(x, y) = min{1, d(x, y)} for x, y ∈ X
defines a metric on X. Let us check that they induce the same topology.
Denote by Bd(x, r) and Bd1(x, r) the open balls of radius r centered at x
with respect to the metrics d and d1 respectively. Since d1 ≤ d, one has
Bd(x, r) ⊆ Bd1(x, r) for every r > 0 and x ∈ X. Thus the topology induced by
d is finer than the one induced by d1. Let us now check that the topology
induced by d1 is finer than the one induced by d. Let x ∈ X and r > 0. Select
r1 = min{r, 1}. Then one can easily check that Bd1(x, r1) ⊆ Bd(x, r). 
Theorem 3.15. (Cf. [1, page 259, Theorem 4.2.2]) Countable products of met-
rizable spaces are metrizable with the Tychonoff topology.
Proof. Let {(Xn, dn)}n∈N be a countable family of metric spaces and set
X =
∏
n∈N Xn. By the previous lemma we may assume that dn is bounded
by 1 for every n ∈N. We define
d(x, y) =
∑
n∈N
dn(xn, yn)
2n
, for x = {xn}n∈N and y = {yn}n∈N in X.
First note that the series converges because of the term 1/2n and because
dn(xn, yn) ≤ 1 for every n ∈ N . It is straightforward to verify that d is a
metric in the cartesian product. Let us now check that it precisely induces
the product topology.
Denote by ϕn the usual coordinate projection for each n ∈ N. Given
n ∈ N, ε > 0, x = {xm}m∈N and y = {ym}m∈N in X, we clearly have
dn(ϕn(x), ϕn(y)) = dn(xn, yn) < ε whenever d(x, y) < ε/2
n. Therefore,
ϕn : (X, d) −→ (Xn, dn) is continuous for every n ∈ N. Since the Tychonoff
topology is the initial topology with respect to the coordinate projections
(see Examples 3.4), we deduce that the Tychonoff topology is coarser than
the topology generated by d. Now let us show that any open set U in (X, d)
is also open with the topology of the Cartesian product.
Let x = {xn}n∈N ∈ U. Then there is an r > 0 such that Bd(x, r) ⊆ U. Select
k ∈N such that
∞∑
n=k+1
1
2n
=
1
2k
<
r
2
.
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For each n = 1, . . . k, define Un = Bdn(xn, r/2). We then have
x ∈
k⋂
n=1
ϕ−1n (Un) ⊆ B(x, r) ⊆ U.
Indeed, for every y = {ym}m∈N ∈
⋂k
n=1 ϕ
−1
n (Un), we have dn(xn, yn) < r/2
whenever n ≤ k. Hence,
d(x, y) =
k∑
n=1
dn(xn, yn)
2n
+
∞∑
n=k+1
dn(xn, yn)
2n
<
r
2
+
r
2
= r,
and so y ∈ B(x, r). Since⋂kn=1 ϕ−1n (Un) is open in the Cartesian product, we
conclude that so is U. 
We recall the following elementary result concerning Cauchy sequences.
Lemma 3.16. A Cauchy sequence in a metric space is convergent if and only if it
has a convergent subsequence.
Lemma 3.17. Let {xn}n∈N be a sequence in a metric space (X, d), set S = {xn |
n ∈ N} ⊆ X, and let x be a limit point of S. Then, {xn}n∈N has a subsequence
converging to x.
Proof. We build the desired subsequence {xnk}k∈N iteratively, as follows. Let
n1 = 1 and for every k ≥ 2 we define
nk+1 = min
{
n ∈N | n > nk and d(x, xn) < 1
k + 1
}
.
We have to check that nk+1 exists, i.e. that the set{
n ∈N | n > nk and d(x, xn) < 1
k + 1
}
is nonempty. Indeed, since x is a limit point (in a metric space) of S, the
open ball B(x, 1/(k + 1)) has infinitely many points of S, and, in particular it
contains a point xn of Swith n > nk. Thus, nk+1 is well-defined.
Now we show that the subsequence {xnk }k∈N converges to x. Let ε > 0
and choose k0 ∈ N with 1/k0 < ε. Then d(x, xnk ) < 1/k ≤ 1/k0 < ε whenever
k ≥ k0, which concludes the proof. 
3.2. Complete metric spaces.
Definition 3.18. Ametric space (X, d) is said to be complete if every Cauchy
sequence converges to a point of X. In that case we say that d is a complete
metric.
Definition 3.19. A topological space (X, τ) is said to be completely metrizable
if there exists a complete metric defined on X which induces the topology
(X, τ).
Remark 3.20. Completeness is not a topological property (since it does not
make sense in non-metrizable spaces). However, one can easily check that
complete metrizability is a topological property.
Finally we recall here two results on Gδ subsets in metrizable spaces that
we will need later on. We omit the proofs due to lack of space.
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Lemma 3.21. (Cf. [1, page 274, Lemma 4.3.22]) Every Gδ subset in a metrizable
space X is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the cartesian product X ×Rℵ0 .
Theorem 3.22. (Cf. [1, page 274, Theorem 4.3.24]) If a subspace M of a met-
rizable space X is completely metrizable, then M is a Gδ-set in X.
3.3. Fre´chet–Urysohn spaces. In general topological spaces, the following
result is well known.
Proposition 3.23. LetX be a topological space, A ⊆ Xand {xn}n∈N ⊆ Aa sequence
converging to x. Then x ∈ A.
The converse is not true in general. However, for the class of first count-
able spaces, one can easily prove that the result is positive.
Proposition 3.24. If X is a first countable topological space, for all A ⊆ X and
x ∈ A there is a sequence {xn}n∈N ⊆ A that converges to x.
Later, we will show that there are topological spaces which are not first
countable but where the converse of Proposition 3.23 is still true. Hence,
we introduce the following:
Definition 3.25. A topological space X is said to be a Fre´chet–Urysohn space
if for all A ⊆ X and x ∈ A there is a sequence {xn}n∈N ⊆ A that converges to
x.
Proposition 3.26. The property of being a Fre´chet–Urysohn space is hereditary.
Proof. Let X be a Fre´chet–Urysohn space and take A ⊆ X. Our goal is
to prove that A is also Fre´chet–Urysohn. Let B ⊆ A and x ∈ BA. Since
B
A
= A ∩ BX, we have x ∈ B, and thus there is a sequence {xn}n∈N ⊆ B
converging to x (inX). Let us check that the sequence {xn}n∈N also converges
to x in A. Indeed, let N be a neighborhood of x in A. Then there is a
neighborhood M of x in X such that N = M ∩ A. Since {xn}n∈N converges
to x in X, there is an n0 ∈ N such that xn ∈ M whenever n ≥ n0. Since
xn ∈ B ⊆ A for all n ∈ N, one has that x ∈ N whenever n ≥ n0, and thus
{xn}n∈N converges to x in A. 
3.4. Weight of a topological space.
Definition 3.27. For X a topological space, the weight of X is defined to be
the minimum cardinality of a basis of X.
In what follows, we shall frequently denote the weight of X by ω(X). We
will later need the following lemmas only in the case κ ≥ ℵ0.
Lemma 3.28. (Cf. [1, page 17, Theorem 1.1.14]) Let X be a topological space
and ω(X) ≤ κ. Then for every nonempty family {Ui}i∈I of open sets there exists
I0 ⊆ I such that |I0| ≤ κ and
⋃
i∈I0 Ui =
⋃
i∈I Ui.
Proof. Let {Ui}i∈I be a nonempty family of open sets. Since ω(X) ≤ κ, there
exists a basis β of X with |β| ≤ κ. Define
β0 = {B ∈ β | B ⊆ Ui for some i ∈ I}.
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For each B ∈ β0 choose i(B) ∈ I such that B ⊆ Ui(B). This allows us to define
a map f : β0 −→ I such that f (B) = i(B). Set I0 = f (β0). Let us show that I0
satisfies the required property. On the one hand, note that β0 ⊆ β, and thus
|I0| = | f (β0)| ≤ |β0| ≤ |β| ≤ κ.
The inclusion
⋃
i∈I0 Ui ⊆
⋃
i∈I Ui is obvious, so let us check the reverse one.
Let x ∈ ⋃i∈I Ui. Then there is an i ∈ I such that x ∈ Ui. Since β is a basis and
Ui is open, there exists B ∈ β such that x ∈ B ⊆ Ui. Clearly, B ∈ β0 and thus
f (B) = i(B) ∈ I0. Hence, B ⊆ Ui(B) ⊆
⋃
i∈I0 Ui, as desired. 
Lemma 3.29. (Cf. [1, page 17, Theorem 1.1.15]) Let X be a topological space
and ω(X) ≤ κ. Then for every basis β of X there is a basis β0 such that |β0| ≤ κ
and β0 ⊆ β.
Proof. Let β = {U j} j∈J be a basis of X. Since ω(X) ≤ κ, there exists a basis
β1 = {Bi}i∈I such that |I| ≤ κ.
(1) Suppose first that κ ≥ ℵ0. For every i ∈ I, set J(i) = { j ∈ J | U j ⊆ Bi}. It
is clear that
⋃
j∈J(i)U j = Bi because β is a basis. The previous lemma yields
J0(i) ⊆ J(i) such that |J0(i)| ≤ κ and
Bi =
⋃
j∈J(i)
U j =
⋃
j∈J0(i)
U j.
Define β0 = {U j | j ∈ J0(i), i ∈ I}. Since |I| ≤ κ and |J0(i)| ≤ κ, one has |β0| ≤ κ
(because κ is infinite). Now we check that β0 is a basis. Let U be open
and x ∈ U. Since β1 is a basis, there is i ∈ I such that x ∈ Bi ⊆ U. Since
Bi =
⋃
j∈J0(i)U j, there is some j ∈ J0(i) such that x ∈ U j ⊆ Bi. Thus x ∈ U j ⊆ U
and β0 is a basis.
(2) Nowwe deal with the case κ < ℵ0. In this case we will show that β1 ⊆ β.
Let Bi ∈ β1 and J(i) = { j ∈ J | U j ⊆ Bi}. Since Bi is open and β is a basis it is
clear that
⋃
j∈J(i) U j = Bi. Similarly, since each U j is open and β1 is a basis,
one has U j =
⋃
k( j)∈I( j) Bk( j), where I( j) = {k( j) ∈ I | Bk( j) ⊆ U j}. Thus,
Bi =
⋃
j∈J(i)
⋃
k( j)∈I( j)
Bk( j).
Wedistinguish two cases: first, assume thatBi , Bk( j) for every k( j) ∈ I( j) and
j ∈ J(i). Then one can remove the element Bi from the basis β1, obtaining a
new basis with strictly smaller cardinality, a contradiction. Therefore, there
is a j0 ∈ J(i) and k0( j0) ∈ I( j0) such that Bk0( j0) = Bi, from which follows that
Bi = Bk0( j0) ⊆
⋃
k( j0)∈I( j0)
Bk( j0) = U j0 ⊆ Bi,
that is, Bi = U j0 ∈ β. 
Lemma 3.30. The family consisting of all finite subsets of a countable set is
countable.
Proof. Let X be a countable set andJ = {J ⊆ X | J is finite}. Let X = {xn | n ∈
N} be an enumeration of X. Define
ϕ : J −→ Q
J 7−→ ϕ (J) = 0.z1z2 . . . where zi =
1, if xi ∈ J;0, if xi < J.
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It is clear that ϕ is one-to-one, and thus J is countable. 
The following lemma establishes the relation between the weight of a
space and the weight of its countable cartesian power (with respect to the
Tychonoff topology).
Lemma 3.31. Let κ ≥ ℵ0 be some cardinality and (X, τX) a topological space of
weight ω(X) = κ. Then ω(XN) = κ.
Proof. Let β be a basis of X with |β| = κ. For each n ∈ N, denote by
ϕn : X
N −→ X the nth coordinate projection. A basis of the product XN is
given by
β˜ =
{⋂
n∈J
ϕ−1n (Bn) | J ⊆ N finite, Bn ∈ β
}
=
⋃
J∈J
KJ,
where J = {J ⊆N | J is finite} and
KJ =
{⋂
n∈J
ϕ−1n (Bn) | Bn ∈ β
}
=
{ ∏
n∈N
Bn | Bn ∈ β,B j = X ∀ j < J
}
.
It is clear that each KJ is in bijection with β
J, via the mapping
f : KJ −→ βJ∏
n∈N Bn 7−→ f
(∏
n∈N Bn
)
=
∏
j∈J B j.
Then, |KJ | = |βJ | = κ|J| = κ (note that κ is infinite and |J| is finite). By the
previous lemma, J is countable and hence we have proved that β˜ is a
countable union of sets of cardinality κ ≥ ℵ0, thus |β˜| = κ and ω(XN) ≤ κ.
Finally assume that there is another basis β′ofXNwith |β′| = κ′ < κ. Now,
X is embedded in the product XN (i.e. it is homeomorphic to a subspace
of XN), from which follows that X has a basis of cardinality less than κ, a
contradiction. We therefore have ω(XN) = κ. 
3.5. Discrete and pairwise disjoint families. Recall that a family {Ai}i∈I of
subsets of a given X is said to be pairwise disjoint if Ai ∩ A j = ∅ whenever
i , j.
Definition 3.32. Let X be a topological space. A family {Ai}i∈I of subsets of
X is said to be discrete if for all x ∈ X there exists N ∈ Nx such that
|{i ∈ I | Ai ∩N , ∅}| ≤ 1.
Discreteness is a stronger condition than pairwise disjointness. More
precisely, both concepts are related as follows:
Lemma 3.33. Let X be a topological space.
(i) Every discrete family of X is pairwise disjoint.
(ii) A finite family of closed subsets of X is discrete if and only if it is pairwise
disjoint.
Proof. (i) Let {Ai}i∈I be a discrete family and x ∈ Ai ∩ A j. By discreteness
there is a neighborhood N of x such that Ak ∩ N , ∅ for at most one k ∈ I.
But since x ∈ N then, it must be i = j.
(ii) By part (i), we only need to show the “if” part. Let {Fn}kn=1 be a finite
family of closed pairwise disjoint subsets and take x ∈ X. We distinguish
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two cases. First, if x <
⋃k
n=1 Fn, by finiteness U = X r
⋃k
n=1 Fn is an open
neighborhood of x and clearly it does not intersect any of the F1, . . . , Fk.
Assume now that x ∈ Fn0 for an n0 ∈ {1, . . . k}. LetU = Xr
⋃
n,n0 Fn. Since
F1, . . . , Fk are pairwise disjoint, we have x ∈ U. By finiteness, U is open,
and thus U is an open neighborhood of x. Finally, by construction, U only
intersects Fn0 . Hence, the discreteness condition is verified. 
An infinite union of closed sets is not necessarily closed. However, in the
case of discrete families of closed sets, we have the following result:
Proposition 3.34. For every discrete family {Ai}i∈I in a topological space, we have
the equality
⋃
i∈I Ai =
⋃
i∈I Ai. In particular, the union of a discrete family of closed
sets is closed.
Proof. Let x ∈ ⋃i∈I Ai. Then there is N ∈ Nx such that
|{i ∈ I | Ai ∩N , ∅}| ≤ 1.
Since x ∈ ⋃i∈I Ai it follows that N ∩ (⋃i∈I Ai) , ∅ and so |{i ∈ I | Ai ∩ N ,
∅}| = 1. Let i0 ∈ I be the index such thatAi0 ∩N , ∅ andAi∩N = ∅ for each
i , i0. Note that therefore
(⋃
i,i0 Ai
)
∩N = ∅ and so x < ⋃i,i0 Ai. Moreover,
since
x ∈ ⋃
i∈I
Ai =
⋃
i,i0
Ai ∪ Ai0 =
⋃
i,i0
Ai ∪ Ai0 ,
we obtain that x ∈ Ai0 ⊆
⋃
i∈I Ai. The reverse inclusion always holds: for
every i ∈ I one has Ai ⊆
⋃
i∈I Ai, from which follows that Ai ⊆
⋃
i∈I Ai, and
thus
⋃
i∈I Ai ⊆
⋃
i∈I Ai. 
Lemma 3.35. If {Ai}i∈I is a discrete family in a topological space, then
{
Ai
}
i∈I is
also discrete.
Proof. By way of contradiction assume that there exists x ∈ X such that for
every N ∈ Nx there are i , j in I satisfying Ai ∩ N , ∅ and A j ∩ N , ∅.
Now, for each N ∈ Nx take an open subset U with x ∈ U ⊆ N. We also
have U ∈ Nx, and hence Ai ∩ U , ∅ and A j ∩ U , ∅ for some i , j in I.
Let y ∈ Ai ∩ U. Since U is open, one has U ∈ Ny, and since y ∈ Ai (by
definition of closure) we get Ai ∩ U , ∅ and so Ai ∩ N , ∅. Similarly, we
have A j ∩N , ∅, a contradiction with the discreteness of {Ai}i∈I . 
Definition 3.36. A family {Ai}i∈I of subsets of a topological spaceX is said to
be locally finite if for every x ∈ X there isN ∈ Nx such that {i ∈ I | Ai∩N , ∅}
is finite.
Lemma 3.37. Let X be a topological space and {Ai}i∈I a family of subsets of X.
Then, {Ai}i∈I is a discrete family if and only if it is locally finite and Ai ∩ A j = ∅
whenever i , j in I.
Proof. In the “only if” part, local finiteness is clear and the second condition
follows fromLemmas 3.35 and 3.33. Let us now show the “if” part. Assume
that {Ai}i∈I is locally finite and thatAi∩A j = ∅whenever i , j in I. Let x ∈ X.
Then there is a neighborhood N ∈ Nx such that {i ∈ I | Ai ∩ N} = {i1, . . . , in}
is finite. If x < Ai1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ain , then M = N ∩ (X r Ai1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ain) is a
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neighborhood of x which does not meet any member of the family {Ai}i∈I .
Assumeotherwise x ∈ Aik for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Byhypothesis,Aik ⊆ XrAi j
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} r {k}. Then
M = N ∩
n⋂
j=1
j,k
(X r Ai j)
is an neighborhood of x which intersects at most one member of {Ai}i∈I
(namely Aik). 
Let (X, τX) and (Y, τY) be topological spaces. Suppose that {Xi}i∈I is a cover
of X and take a family { fi : Xi −→ Y}i∈I of continuous mappings. Recall that
the maps { fi}i∈I are said to be compatible if fi|Xi∩X j = f j|Xi∩X j for all i, j ∈ I. In
that case, a mapping f : X −→ Y arises, given by f (x) = fi(x) where x ∈ Xi.
This function is said to be the combination of the mappings { fi}i∈I .
Remark 3.38. If the family {Xi}i∈I is pairwise disjoint, the maps { fi}i∈I are
always compatible. In particular, because of Lemma3.33, if {Xi}i∈I is discrete
the maps { fi}i∈I are always compatible.
The following result is an extension of the Pasting Lemma. It guaran-
tees the continuity of a combined map with respect to a (possibly infinite)
discrete family of sets.
Proposition 3.39. Let (X, τX) and (Y, τY) be topological spaces. Suppose that
{Fi}i∈I is a closed discrete cover of X and let { fi : Fi −→ Y}i∈I be a family of
continuous mappings. Then the combined map is continuous.
Proof. Let f be the combined mapping. We shall prove that f is continuous
by showing that inverse images of closed sets are closed. Indeed, let F ⊆ X
be closed. Note that
f−1(F) = {x ∈ X | f (x) ∈ F} = ⋃
i∈I
{x ∈ Fi | fi(x) ∈ F} =
⋃
i∈I
f−1i (F).
By continuity of fi it follows that f
−1
i
(F) is closed in Fi for every i ∈ I.
Further, for each i ∈ I, since Fi is closed in X, f−1i (F) is also closed in X. By
Proposition 3.34, f−1(F) is closed in X. 
We will also be interested in certain families consisting of a union of
countably many discrete families:
Definition 3.40. A family of subsets of a topological space is called σ-discrete
if it can be represented as a countable union of discrete families.
3.6. The Diagonal Theorem.
Definition 3.41. Let (X, τX) be a topological space, {(Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of
topological spaces and { fi : (X, τX) −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of continuous
maps. The map
f : X −→ ∏i∈I Yi
x 7−→ f (x) = { fi(x)}i∈I
is said to be the diagonal of the mappings { fi}i∈I , and it is usually denoted by
∆i∈I fi.
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Lemma 3.42. Let (X, τX) be a topological space, {(Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of topological
spaces and { fi : (X, τX) −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of continuous maps. Then the
diagonal map ∆i∈I fi is continuous.
Proof. Let ϕi :
∏
j∈I Y j −→ Yi denote the ith coordinate projection for each
i ∈ I. Because of Examples 3.4 and Proposition 3.5, f is continuous if and
only if ϕi ◦ f is continuous for every i ∈ I. Now, one has ϕi ◦ f = fi, which
is continuous for all i ∈ I, and the proof is complete. 
Definition 3.43. Let (X, τX) be a topological space, {(Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of
topological spaces and { fi : (X, τX) −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of continuous
maps.
(i) { fi}i∈I is said to separate points if for every pair of distinct points x, y ∈ X
there exists an i ∈ I such that fi(x) , fi(y).
(ii) { fi}i∈I is said to separate points and closed sets if for every x ∈ X and for
every closed subset F ⊆ X such that x < F there is an i ∈ I such that
fi(x) < fi(F).
Remark 3.44. Recall that in a T1 space singletons are closed. Thus, if X is T1,
condition (ii) in the previous definition automatically implies condition (i).
The following theorem asserts that under certain circumstances the di-
agonal map is one-to-one or, further, an embedding.
Theorem 3.45 (The diagonal theorem). Let (X, τX) be a topological space,
{(Yi, τi)}i∈I a family of topological spaces and { fi : (X, τX) −→ (Yi, τi)}i∈I a fam-
ily of continuous maps. Then,
(i) If { fi}i∈I separates points, then ∆i∈I fi is one-to-one.
(ii) If { fi}i∈I separates points and also separates points and closed sets, then ∆i∈I fi
is an embedding, i.e. it is a homeomorphism onto its image.
Proof. Throughout the proof we shall write f = ∆i∈I fi.
(i) If x , y in X, there is an i ∈ I with fi(x) , fi(y), and then f (x) , f (y).
(ii) By part (i) f is one-to-one, and we already know that f is continuous.
Thus it is enough to show that f : (X, τX) −→ ( f (X), τ f (X)) is a closed map,
where ( f (X), τ f (X)) denotes the subspace topology inherited from the carte-
sian product. Let F be closed in X. Our goal is to show that f (F) is closed in
f (X). We will show that
f (F) = f (F) ∩ f (X)
where f (F) denotes the closure of f (F) in thewhole cartesian product
∏
i∈I Yi.
Clearly, it is enough to show that the right hand side is contained in the
left hand side. Let f (x) ∈ f (F) ∩ f (X). Denote by ϕi :
∏
j∈I Y j −→ Yi the ith
coordinate projection. Since f (x) ∈ f (F), one has
fi(x) = ϕi( f (x)) ∈ ϕi
(
f (F)
)
⊆ ϕi
(
f (F)
)
= fi(F)
for every i ∈ I. Thus, the hypothesis tells us that necessarily x ∈ F, which
implies f (x) ∈ f (F), as desired. 
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4. TheHedgehog
Let κ be some cardinal and I be a set with |I| = κ. Let ∼ be an equivalence
relation on the product X = [0, 1] × I defined by (t, i) ∼ (s, j) if and only
if t = 0 = s or (t, i) = (s, j). The hedgehog with κ spines J(κ) is the set of
equivalence classes X/∼ of [0, 1] × I under ∼.
Let p denote the quotient map p : X −→ J(κ). In what follows we shall
identify equivalence classes p(t, i) with their representatives (t, i), and we let
0 denote the equivalence class p(0, i).
(t, i)
0
Figure 1. The hedgehog
4.1. Projections. Nowwe introduce a new family of useful mappings. For
each i ∈ I, let πi : J(κ) −→ [0, 1] the ith projection given by
πi(t, j) =

t, if j = i;
0, if j , i,
, (t, j) ∈ J(κ)
We also have the projection πκ : J(κ) −→ [0, 1] given by
πκ(t, j) = t, (t, j) ∈ J(κ)
It is clear that the equalities
πκ =
∑
i∈I
πi =
∨
i∈I
πi
hold (note that for each (t, j) ∈ J(κ) the sum∑i∈I πi(t, j) has only one nonzero
term).
4.2. Partial order on J(κ). The hedgehog J(κ) can be seen as a partially
ordered set. More precisely, we define a binary relation on J(κ) as follows:
(t, i) ≤ (s, j) if (t, i) = 0 or i = j and t ≤ s.
It turns out that ≤ is a partial order on J(κ). We set
↑(t, i) = {(s, j) ∈ J(κ) | (t, i) ≤ (s, j)} and ↓(t, i) = {(s, j) ∈ J(κ) | (s, j) ≤ (t, i)}.
Figure 2 shows how the sets ↓(t, i) and ↑(t, i) look like for (t, i) ∈ J(κ).
We begin by stating some properties of the poset (J(κ),≤). Recall that a
nonempty subset D of a partially ordered set is said to be directed if every
pair of elements has an upper bound.
Fact 4.1. A subset D ⊂ J(κ) is directed in (J(κ),≤) if and only if D is nonempty
and there is an i0 ∈ I such that D ⊂ p([0, 1]×{i0}), i.e. iff it is directed in one spine.
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(t, i)
↑(t, i)
(t, i)↓(t, i)
Figure 2. The partial order
Proof. First we show the “only if” part. Assume thatD is directed. Assume
by contradiction that there are (t, i) and (s, j) inD such that t, s > 0 and i , j.
Let (r, k) be an upper bound of (t, i) and (s, j). Since (t, i), (s, j) , 0, necessarily
we have i = j, a contradiction. For the converse, assume thatD is nonempty
and D ⊂ p([0, 1] × {i0}) for an i0 ∈ I. Let (t, i0), (s, i0) ∈ D. Then (t ∨ s, i0) in an
upper bound in D. 
Definition 4.2. (Cf. [2, page 9, Definition 0-2.1 (iv)]) A partially ordered set
is said to be a complete semilattice if every nonempty subset has an infimum
and every directed subset has a supremum.
Fact 4.3. The partially ordered set (J(κ),≤) is a complete semilattice.
Proof. Firstwe show that every directed subset has a sup. LetD be adirected
subset. By Fact 4.1 it follows that there is an i0 ∈ I such thatD ⊂ p([0, 1]×{i0}).
Set d0 =
∨{d | (d, i0) ∈ D} (the sup is taken in the complete lattice [0, 1]).
Then (d0, i0) is the sup of D in (J(κ),≤).
We now prove that every nonempty subset has an inf. Let S ⊂ J(κ) a
nonempty subset. We distinguish two cases. If there is i0 ∈ I such that
S ⊆ p([0, 1] × {i0}), let s0 =
∧{s | (s, i0) ∈ S}. Then (s0, i0) is the inf of S.
Indeed, it is clear that (s0, i0) is a lower bound of S. Further, assume that
(s1, i1) is another lower bound of S. If i1 = i0, one has s1 ∈ {s | (s, i0) ∈ S} and
thus s1 ≤ s0 and (s1, i1) ≤ (s0, i0). Suppose now that i1 , i0. Take (s, i0) ∈ S (S
is nonempty). Since (s1, i1) is a lower bound, we have (s1, i1) ≤ (s, i0). Thus,
(s1, i1) = 0 ≤ (s0, i0). Finally assume that there are two elements (s, i), (s′, i′)
in S such that i , i′. Clearly, 0 is an inf of S. 
4.3. The hedgehog as a subset of the cube [0, 1]I . We now give an alterna-
tive description of the poset (J(κ),≤). More precisely, we show that J(κ) is
order-isomorphic to the axes of the cube [0, 1]I
L(κ) =
⋃
i∈I
{
ϕ ∈ [0, 1]I | ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i
}
endowed with the componentwise order inherited from [0, 1]I , i.e.
ϕ ≤ ψ in [0, 1]I ⇐⇒ ϕ(i) ≤ ψ(i) for each i ∈ I.
Fact 4.4. The hedgehog (J(κ),≤) is order-isomorphic to (L(κ),≤).
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Proof. Define an order-isomorphism Φ : J(κ) −→ L(κ) by
Φ(t, i) : I 7−→ [0, 1]
j 7−→ Φ(t, i)( j) =

t, if j = i;
0, if j , i;
for each (t, i) ∈ J(κ). Note that Φ is well defined, that is, it does not depend
on the representatives chosen. Let us begin by proving that Φ is order-
preserving. Let (t, i) ≤ (s, j) in J(κ). Assume first that i = j and t ≤ s. Let
k ∈ I. If k = i = j, then Φ(t, i)(k) = t ≤ s = Φ(s, j)(k). If k , i, j, we have
Φ(t, i)(k) = 0 = Φ(s, j)(k). Thus Φ(t, i) ≤ Φ(s, j). Assume now that (t, i) = 0,
i.e. that t = 0. Then it is clear that Φ(t, i)(k) = 0 ≤ Φ(s, j)(k) for all k ∈ I, that
is, Φ(t, i) ≤ Φ(s, j). Define a new mapΨ as follows:
Ψ : L(κ) −→ J(κ)
ϕ 7−→ Ψ(ϕ) =

(ϕ(i), i), if ϕ(i) , 0;
0, if ϕ(i) = 0 ∀i ∈ I.
Wewill show thatΦ andΨ are mutually inverse, i.e. thatΦ◦Ψ = idJ(κ) and
Φ ◦Ψ = idL(κ). We will only prove the former equality, because the latter
may be proved similarly. Let (t, i) ∈ J(κ). If t = 0, we have Φ(t, i)( j) = 0 for
all j ∈ I. Hence, (Ψ ◦ Φ)(t, i) = Ψ(Φ(t, i)) = 0 = (t, i). Now assume that t , 0.
It follows that Φ(t, i)(i) = t , 0, and so we obtain (Ψ ◦ Φ)(t, i) = Ψ(Φ(t, i)) =
(Φ(t, i)(i), i) = (t, i), as desired.
Finally we show thatΨ = Φ−1 is also order-preserving. Letϕ ≤ ψ in L(κ).
Suppose first that ϕ(i) = 0 for all i ∈ I. Then, Ψ(ϕ) = 0 ≤ Ψ(ψ). Assume
otherwise that ϕ(i) , 0 (note that we also have ψ(i) , 0 because ϕ(i) ≤ ψ(i)).
ThenΨ(ϕ) = (ϕ(i), i) ≤ (ψ(i), i) = Ψ(ψ). 
5. The Quotient Hedgehog
We consider the set X = [0, 1] × I endowed with the product topology
of the usual topology on [0, 1] and the discrete topology on I. In view of
the description of the hedgehog with κ spines as a quotient defined on the
product X = [0, 1] × I (with |I| = κ), it is natural to consider the quotient
topology on it. The quotient hedgehog with κ spines is the quotient space with
respect to this topology.
One may ask whether it is true that the quotient mapping p : X −→ J(κ)
is closed or open. Firstly, it turns out that p is not open. Indeed, choose an
i0 ∈ I. ThenU = [0, 1]× {i0} is open in X but p (U) is not open in J(κ) because
p−1(p(U)) = ([0, 1] × {i0}) ∪ ({0} × I) is not open in X. Thus p fails to be open.
On the contrary, the quotient mapping p is always closed.
Fact 5.1. The quotient map p : X −→ J(κ) is closed.
Proof. Let F be closed in X. We want to see that p(F) is closed in J(κ), i.e.
that p−1(p(F)) is closed in X. We have that p−1(p(F)) is the union of the
equivalence classes intersecting F, and thus,
p−1(p(F)) =
F if (0, i) < F for all i ∈ I;F ∪ ({0} × I) otherwise.
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In both cases, it is clear that p−1(p(F)) is closed (in the last case because it is
the union of two closed subsets). 
Once that we have defined the quotient topology on hedgehog, we can
give a subbasis.
Fact 5.2. The family
S(κ) =
{⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) | {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I
}
∪
{
p ((s, 1] × {i}) | s < 1, i ∈ I
}
is a subbase of the quotient hedgehog J(κ).
Proof. We have to show that S(κ) is a family of open sets whose finite
intersections form a basis of the quotient topology on J(κ). Note that a basis
of the product X = [0, 1] × I is given by
β =
{
(a, b) × {i} | 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, i ∈ I
}
∪
{
[0, b) × {i} | 0 < b ≤ 1, i ∈ I
}
∪
{
(a, 1] × {i} | 0 ≤ a < 1, i ∈ I
}
.
Let S =
⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) ∈ S(κ) with {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I . We have
p−1(S) =
⋃
i∈I
[0, ti) × {i},
which is open inX. Thus S is open in J(κ). Take now S = p ((s, 1] × {i}) ∈ S(κ).
It turns out that p−1(S) = (s, 1] × {i} which is open in X, i.e. S is open in J(κ).
Hence S(κ) is a family of open sets.
Let U ⊆ J(κ) be open in the quotient hedgehog, that is, p−1(U) is open in
X. Let (t, i) ∈ U. We distinguish two cases. First, assume that (t, i) , 0. If
t < 1, Since (t, i) ∈ p−1(U) ⊆ X and β is a basis ofX, we have (t, i) ∈ (a, b)×{i} ⊆
p−1(U) for some 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1. It follows that (t, i) ∈ p ((a, b) × {i}) ⊆ U. Note
that
p ((a, b) × {i}) = ⋃
j∈I
p
(
[0, b) × { j}) ∩ p ((a, 1] × {i})
is a finite intersection of elements in S(κ). If t = 1, since β is a basis, one has
(t, i) ∈ (a, 1]× {i} ⊆ p−1(U) for some 0 ≤ a < 1, and so (t, i) ∈ p((a, 1]× {i}) ⊆ U,
where p((a, 1] × {i}) ∈ S(κ), as desired. Assume now that (t, i) = 0. Then
one has (0, i) ∈ p−1(U) ⊆ X for every i ∈ I. Since β is a basis, for each
i ∈ I there is bi such that 0 < bi ≤ 1 and (0, i) ∈ [0, bi) × {i} ⊆ p−1(U). Thus
0 ∈ p([0, bi) × {i}) ⊆ U for all i ∈ I, which implies
0 ∈ ⋃
i∈I
p([0, bi) × {i}) ⊆ U.
Note that
⋃
i∈I p([0, bi) × {i}) ∈ S(κ). Thus, S(κ) is a subbase of J(κ). 
A base of neighborhoods of 0 (see Figure 4) is precisely given by
B0(κ) =
{⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) | {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I
}
.
This topological space (when |I| = ℵ0) is one of the easiest examples of a
quotient of a first countable space which is not first countable.
Proposition 5.3. The quotient hedgehog J(κ) is first countable if and only if
κ < ℵ0.
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(t, i)
Figure 3. Subbase of J(κ)
Figure 4. Open neighborhood of 0
Proof. ⇒) We will prove that J(κ) is not be first countable whenever κ ≥ ℵ0.
First we show the case where I = N. By way of contradiction, assume that
0 has a countable basis of neighborhoods, say {Nn}n∈N. If we define
B(t) =
⋃
k∈N
p ([0, tk) × {k})
with t = {tk}k∈N ∈ (0, 1]N, we know that B0 = {B(t) | t ∈ (0, 1]N} is a basis of
neighborhoods of 0.
For each n ∈ N, there is tn = {tn
k
}k∈N ∈ (0, 1]N such that B(tn) ⊆ Nn,
becauseB0 is a basis of neighborhoods of 0 andNn ∈ N0. We now construct
a new sequence t = {tn}n∈N ∈ (0, 1]N as follows: for each n ∈N set tn = tnn/2.
Since B(t) ∈ N0 and {Nn}n∈N is a basis of neighborhoods of 0, there exists
n0 ∈N such that B(tn0) ⊆ Nn0 ⊆ B(t). Note that in the n0th spine we have
p([0, tn0n0 ) × {n0}) ⊆ p([0, tn0n0/2) × {n0}),
which is impossible. Thus such countable basis cannot exist.
For the general case, assume that κ ≥ ℵ0. Clearly, J(ℵ0) is embedded in
J(κ). Now, if J(κ) were first countable, so would be J(ℵ0) (because being
first countable is a hereditary property), which contradicts what already
has been proved.
⇐) Assume now that κ = k < ℵ0, i.e. that I = {i1, . . . ik} is finite. Then, for
every (t, i) in J(k) the family
B(t,i) =

{⋃k
i=1 p([0,
1
n ) × {i}) | n ∈N
}
if t = 0,{
p((t − 1n , t + 1n ) × {i}) | n ∈N, 1n ≤ t ≤ 1 − 1n
}
otherwise,
is a countable basis of neighborhoods of (t, i). 
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In what follows, we outline the most important topological properties of
the quotient hedgehog.
Properties 5.4. (1) The quotient hedgehog is Hausdorff. Indeed, let (t, i) ,
(s, j) in J(κ). Assume first that (t, i), (s, j) , 0. If i , j, the sets U =
p ((t/2, 1] × {i}) and V = p ((s/2, 1] × { j}) are open and disjoint and satisfy
(t, i) ∈ U and (s, j) ∈ V. If i = j, set
r = min
{
|t − s|/2, t, 1 − t, s, 1 − s
}
.
Then, if t, s < 1, each of the open and disjoint sets U = p ((t − r, t + r) × {i})
andV = p ((s − r, s + r) × {i}) contains one of the points. The case where t = 1
or s = 1 may be shown similarly. Finally, assume that (t, i) = 0. We have
thatU = p([0, s/2)× I) and V = p ((s/2, 1] × { j}) are the desired open subsets.
(2) We have proved that J(κ) is not first countable whenever κ ≥ ℵ0. Since
second countability implies first countability and metrizability implies first
countability, we deduce that J(κ) is neither second countable normetrizable
whenever κ ≥ ℵ0.
(3) The quotient hedgehog is a normal space. Note that X = [0, 1] × I is
metrizable because so is each of the two factors ([0, 1] and I are endowed
with the usual and discrete topologies, respectively). In particular, X is
normal. By virtue of Fact 5.1, one has that J(κ) is a continuous image of a
normal space under a closed map; and, therefore, it is also normal.
(4) Since J(κ) is normal and Hausdorff (in particular T1) it follows that the
quotient hedgehog is also regular.
(5) Combining the previous paragraphs with Fact 5.1, we have that the
quotient hedgehog with infinitely many spines is an example of a Lasˇnev
space (that is, the image of a metrizable space under a closed map) which is
not metrizable.
(6) We now show that J(κ) is not compact whenever κ ≥ ℵ0. Assume
F
Figure 5. The discrete subspace F
otherwise that J(κ) is compact. Let U = p([0, 1) × I), which is a (subbasic)
open of J(κ). Thus F = J(κ)rU is closed, and being a closed set in a compact,
we conclude that F is compact. Note that F inherits the discrete topology
from J(κ) (see Figure 5). Since κ ≥ ℵ0, we then have a discrete infinite
compact space, a contradiction (recall that a discrete space is compact iff it
is finite).
(7) The quotient hedgehog is arcwise connected (in particular connected).
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Indeed, we have
J(κ) = {0} ∪⋃
i∈I
p ([0, 1] × {i})
where 0 is arcwise connected (it is a singleton) and each subset p ([0, 1] × {i})
is also arcwise connected (because they are all homeomorphic to the closed
unit interval). Since 0 is in the intersection of all of them, it follows that J(κ)
is arcwise connected.
(8) Note that J(1)  J(2). Nevertheless, J(κ)  J(λ) for all cardinalities κ , λ
with λ or κ greater than 2. Indeed, without loss of generality assume that
κ < λ and note that J(λ) r {0} has λ connected components. However,
J(κ) with a point removed has κ or 2 connected components, depending on
whether we remove the point 0 or some other point. Thus, J(κ) and J(λ)
cannot be homeomorphic.
(9) If κ ≥ ℵ0, we shall prove that J(κ) fails to be locally compact at 0. Note
that this shows that a continuous image of a locally compact space is not
necessarily locally compact. By way of contradiction, suppose that N is a
compact neighborhood of J(κ). Then there is a {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I such that⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti/2] × {i}) ⊆
⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) ⊆ N.
Note that
⋃
i∈I p ([0, ti/2] × {i}) is compact because it is a closed subset in a
compact. Since all the intervals [0, ti/2] are homeomorphic to [0, 1], one has
that
⋃
i∈I p ([0, ti/2] × {i}) is homeomorphic to J(κ), which is not compact, a
contradiction.
(10) The quotient hedgehog J(κ) is separable if and only if κ ≤ ℵ0. Assume
first that κ ≤ ℵ0. Then X = [0, 1] × I has the countable dense subset X =
([0, 1] ∩Q)× I. Since the projection map is continuous p and X is separable,
from Lemma 3.1 we conclude that f (X) = J(κ) is separable.
For the converse, suppose that κ > ℵ0. If J(κ) were separable, we would
have a countable dense subset D. Then for each i ∈ I choose the neighbor-
hood Ni = p ((1/2, 1] × {i}) of the point (1, i) ∈ J(κ). Then Ni would intersect
D in some point, say di. It follows that {di}i∈I is an uncountable collection in
D, against our assumption.
(11) Thequotient hedgehog is a Fre´chet–Urysohnspace. Indeed, letA ⊆ J(κ)
and (t, i) ∈ A. First we deal with the case t , 0. One has
(t, i) ∈ A ∩ p ((0, 1) × {i}),
for otherwise we would have U ∩ A ∩ p ((0, 1) × {i}) = ∅ for some basic
open neighborhood U = p ((t − ε, t + ε) × {i}), and thus U ∩ A = ∅, which
contradicts that (t, i) ∈ A. Since p ((0, 1) × {i}) is homeomorphic to ((0, 1), τu)
(which is Fre´chet–Urysohn), it is Fre´chet–Urysohn. Now, since
(t, i) ∈ A ∩ p ((0, 1) × {i}),
one deduces that (t, i) is contained in the closure of A ∩ p ((0, 1) × {i}) in
p ((0, 1) × {i}). Thus there is a sequence of points {xn}n∈N in A∩ p ((0, 1) × {i})
converging to (t, i) in p ((0, 1) × {i}) (and therefore in J(κ)).
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Now suppose that (t, i) = 0. First, we shall show that there is an i0 ∈ I
such that
0 ∈ A ∩ p ([0, 1] × {i0}).
Indeed, by way of contradiction assume that for every i ∈ I one has Ui ∩
A ∩ p ([0, 1] × {i}) = ∅ for some basic open Ui =
⋃
j∈I
p([0, ti
j
) × { j}), where
{ti
j
} j∈I ∈ (0, 1]I . Then for every i ∈ I, we have A ∩ p
(
[0, ti
i
) × {i}
)
= ∅. Let
U =
⋃
i∈I
p
(
[0, tii) × {i}
)
.
We have that U is an open neighborhood of 0which does not intersect A, a
contradiction. Thus there is an i0 ∈ I with
0 ∈ A ∩ p ([0, 1] × {i0}).
Now, p ([0, 1] × {i0}) is homeomorphic to ([0, 1], τu), and consequently it is
Fre´chet–Urysohn. Since 0 is contained in the closure of A ∩ p ([0, 1] × {i0})
in p ([0, 1] × {i0}), there is a sequence of points {yn}n∈N in A ∩ p ([0, 1] × {i0})
converging to 0 in p ([0, 1] × {i0}), and thus in J(κ).
5.1. The quotient hedgehog and the Fre´chet-Urysohn fan. In this subsec-
tion we present another well-known topological space and we will show
that it is closely related to the quotient hedgehog. Such space is constructed
as follows (cf. [4]). Let
S =
{
1
n | n ∈N
}
∪ {0}
and consider the product Y = S ×N, where S is provided with the usual
topology andN with the discrete topology. Consider an equivalence rela-
tion on Y which identifies all the non-isolated points (i.e. (t, n) ∼ (s,m) if
and only if t = 0 = s or (t, n) = (s,m)). The quotient set with the quotient
topology is said to be the Fre´chet–Urysohn fan and we will denote it byV(S0)
(see Figure 6). In view of the description of the Fre´chet–Urysohn fan, it is
clear that V(S0) is a subspace of the quotient hedgehog J(ℵ0).
Figure 6. The Fre´chet–Urysohn fan and the hedgehog
Recall that first countable implies Fre´chet–Urysohn (see Definition 3.25),
but the converse is not true in general. The Fre´chet–Urysohn fan is the typi-
cal example of a (countable, Hausdorff) Fre´chet–Urysohnspacewhich is not
first countable. Indeed,we can easily deduce thatV(S0) is Fre´chet–Urysohn,
just by noting that J(ℵ0) is Fre´chet–Urysohn and using Proposition 3.26, on
the other hand, the argument to conclude that is not first countable is similar
to the one for the quotient hedgehog (cf. Proposition 5.3).
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5.2. The quotient hedgehog viewed as a subspace of
(
[0, 1]I , τBox
)
. As we
have already proved, there is an order isomorphism between the hedgehog
and the following subset of the cube [0, 1]I :
J(κ) ≃ L(κ) = ⋃
i∈I
{
ϕ ∈ [0, 1]I | ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i
}
.
Consequently, when [0, 1]I is endowed with an appropriate topology, the
quotient hedgehog is homeomorphic to the subspace L(κ) of [0, 1]I . The
adequate topology is the box topology, as we prove in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.5. The quotient hedgehog J(κ) is homeomorphic to (L(κ), τBox).
Proof. The desired homeomorphism is the map Φ defined in Fact 4.4. We
already know thatΦ is bijective, so we are left with the task of showing that
Φ is continuous and open. For the continuity, let U = L(κ) ∩∏i∈I Ui be an
open set in (L(κ), τBox) (where Ui is open in [0, 1] for all i ∈ I). We have
Φ−1(U) =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | Φ(t, j) ∈ L(κ) ∩∏
i∈I
Ui
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | Φ(t, j)(i) ∈ Ui ∀i ∈ I
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | Φ(t, j)(i) ∈ Ui ∀i , j and Φ(t, j)( j) ∈ U j
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | Φ(t, j)(i) ∈ Ui ∀i , j
}
∩
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | Φ(t, j)( j) ∈ U j
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | 0 ∈ Ui ∀i , j
}
∩
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | t ∈ U j
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | 0 ∈ Ui ∀i , j
}
∩⋃
j∈I
p(U j × { j}).
Let V =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | 0 ∈ Ui ∀i , j
}
. Then
V =

∅ if 0 < Ui,U j for an i , j;
p([0, 1] × { j}) if 0 < U j for a j ∈ I and 0 ∈ Ui for all i , j;
J(κ) if 0 ∈ Ui for all i ∈ I.
Therefore, we get
Φ−1(U) =

∅ if 0 < Ui,U j for an i , j;
p(U j × { j}) if 0 < U j for a j ∈ I and 0 ∈ Ui for all i , j;⋃
j∈I p(U j × { j}) if 0 ∈ U j for all j ∈ I;
which is open in J(κ).
Now we show that Φ is open, by showing that the images of subbasic
open sets of J(κ) are open. Recall that
S(κ) =
{⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) | {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I
}
∪
{
p ((s, 1] × {i}) | s < 1, i ∈ I
}
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is a subbase of J(κ). Let S ∈ S(κ). First assume that S = ⋃
i∈I
p ([0, ti) × {i}) for
some {ti}i∈I ∈ (0, 1]I . Then,
Φ(S) = Φ
(⋃
i∈I
p([0, ti) × {i})
)
=
⋃
i∈I
Φ
(
p([0, ti) × {i})
)
=
⋃
i∈I
{
Φ(t, j) ∈ L(κ) | (t, j) ∈ p([0, ti) × {i})
}
=
⋃
i∈I
{
Φ(t, i) ∈ L(κ) | (t, i) ∈ p([0, ti) × {i})
}
=
⋃
i∈I
{
Φ(t, i) ∈ L(κ) | t ∈ [0, ti)
}
=
⋃
i∈I
{
ϕ ∈ L(κ) | ϕ(i) = t, ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i, t ∈ [0, ti)
}
=
⋃
i∈I
{
ϕ ∈ L(κ) | ϕ(i) ∈ [0, ti), ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i
}
= L(κ) ∩∏
i∈I
[0, ti),
which is open in L(κ). Assume on the other hand that S = p ((s, 1] × {i}) with
s < 1. We have
Φ(S) =
{
Φ(t, i) ∈ L(κ) | (t, i) ∈ p ((s, 1] × {i})
}
=
=
{
ϕ ∈ L(κ) | ϕ(i) = t, ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i, t ∈ (s, 1]
}
=
{
ϕ ∈ L(κ) | ϕ(i) ∈ (s, 1], ϕ( j) = 0 ∀ j , i
}
= L(κ) ∩U,
where U =
{
ϕ ∈ [0, 1]I | ϕ(i) ∈ (s, 1]
}
because of the definition of L(κ). Set
Vi = (s, 1] and V j = [0, 1] for all j , i. Then, U =
∏
j∈I V j is open in [0, 1]I
and so Φ(S) is open in L(κ). 
6. The Compact Hedgehog
This section is devoted to the study of the second topology on J(κ). For
this purpose, recall first that we denote by L(κ) the subset consisting of the
axes of the cube [0, 1]I (cf. Subsection 4.3).
Lemma 6.1. The subspace L(κ) is closed in
(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
.
Proof. We shall prove that the complementary
[0, 1]I r L(κ) = {ϕ ∈ [0, 1]I | ϕ(i), ϕ( j) , 0 for some i , j in I}
is open in
(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
. Indeed, let ϕ ∈ [0, 1]I rL(κ), whereϕ(i), ϕ( j) , 0 for
some i , j in I. For each k , i, j in I, set Uk = [0, 1] and let Ui = U j = (0, 1].
Then U =
∏
k∈I Uk is an open set in the product topology containing ϕ and
contained in [0, 1]I r L(κ). Thus, [0, 1]I r L(κ) is open in
(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
. 
Corollary 6.2. The subspace L(κ) is compact with the topology inherited from(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
.
Proof. By the Tychonoff’s theorem,
(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
is compact, and since L(κ)
is closed in
(
[0, 1]I , τTych
)
, it is also compact. 
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Let (L(κ), τTych) denote the topology inherited from the product topology
of [0, 1]I . Recall that L(κ) is in bijection with J(κ) via the the mapping Φ
defined in Fact 4.4. Then, by virtue of Lemma 3.6, one can consider the
topology on J(κ) which makes the bijection Φ a homeomorphism. The
hedgehog J(κ) endowed with such topology will be said to be the compact
hedgehog with κ spines, and we will denote it by
ΛJ(κ).
Of course, the compact hedgehog is a compact space because of theprevious
corollary. Now we describe the compact hedgehog by means of a subbase.
Fact 6.3. The following family is a subbasis of the compact hedgehog ΛJ(κ):
Sˆ(κ) =
{
J(κ) r p([r, 1] × {i}) | r ∈ (0, 1], i ∈ I
}
∪
{
p ((s, 1] × {i}) | s < 1, i ∈ I
}
.
0
(t, i)
Figure 7. Subbase of ΛJ(κ)
Proof. A subbase of
(
L(κ), τTych
)
is given by
S = ⋃
i∈I
{
L(κ) ∩∏
j∈I
U j | Ui = [0, b) for some b ∈ (0, 1],U j = [0, 1] ∀ j , i
}
∪⋃
i∈I
{
L(κ) ∩∏
j∈I
U j | Ui = (a, 1] for some a ∈ [0, 1),U j = [0, 1] ∀ j , i
}
.
By Lemma 3.6, a subbasis of ΛJ(κ) is given by
Sˆ(κ) = {Φ−1(S) | S ∈ S}.
Let S ∈ S. First assume that S = L(κ) ∩ ∏ j∈I U j where Ui = [0, b) and
U j = [0, 1] whenever j , i. In the proof of Lemma 5.5 we have already
computed
Φ−1(S) =
⋃
j∈I
p(U j × { j}) = J(κ) r p([b, 1] × {i}).
Similarly, if S = L(κ) ∩∏ j∈I U j with Ui = (a, 1] and U j = [0, 1] for all j , i,
by the proof of Lemma 5.5 one has
Φ−1(S) = p(Ui × {i}) = p ((a, 1] × {i}) .
Hence, the assertion follows. 
In view of the previous fact, we can easily describe a basis of open
neighborhoods of 0.
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Fact 6.4. The family
Bˆ0(κ) =
{
J(κ) r
⋃
j∈J
p([t j, 1] × { j}) | J ⊆ I finite, 0 < t j ≤ 1
}
is a basis of neighborhoods of 0 in the compact hedgehog.
Proposition 6.5. The topology of the compact hedgehog ΛJ(κ) is the initial topol-
ogy for the family of mappings
{
πi : J(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu)
}
i∈I .
Proof. First we need to show that the projections πi : ΛJ(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu)
are continuous. A subbasis of ([0, 1], τu) is given by
S =
{
[0, b) | 0 < b ≤ 1
}
∪
{
(a, 1] | 0 ≤ a < 1
}
,
and it is enough to show that inverse images of subbasic opens are open.
One has
[πi < b] =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | πi(t, j) ∈ [0, b)
}
=
{
(t, i) ∈ J(κ) | πi(t, i) ∈ [0, b)
}
∪
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | j , i, πi(t, j) ∈ [0, b)
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | j , i
}
∪
{
(t, i) ∈ J(κ) | t ∈ [0, b)
}
=
⋃
j,i
p
(
[0, 1] × { j}) ∪ p ([0, b) × {i}) = J(κ) r p ([b, 1] × {i})
and
[πi > a] =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | πi(t, j) ∈ (a, 1]
}
=
{
(t, i) ∈ J(κ) | πi(t, i) ∈ (a, 1]
}
=
{
(t, i) ∈ J(κ) | t ∈ (a, 1]
}
= p ((a, 1] × {i})
for each 0 < b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ a < 1, which are open inΛJ(κ). Thus one has that
πi : ΛJ(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is continuous for every i ∈ I.
Let us show that ΛJ(κ) is indeed the coarsest topology making all the
maps πi continuous. Assume that (J(κ), τ) is another topology with the
property thatπi : (J(κ), τ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is continuous for every i ∈ I. Let S be
a subbasic open inΛJ(κ). Our goal is to show that S is open in (J(κ), τ) too. If
S = J(κ)rp ([b, 1] × {i}) for some 0 < b ≤ 1, one has S = [πi < b] which is open
in (J(κ), τ) because πi : (J(κ), τ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is continuous. Similarly, if
S = p ((a, 1] × {i}) for some 0 ≤ a < 1, continuity of πi : (J(κ), τ) −→ ([0, 1], τu)
implies that S = [πi > a] is open in (J(κ), τ). Hence ΛJ(κ) is coarser than
(J(κ), τ). 
The two topologies that we have introduced so far are related as follows:
Fact 6.6. The topology of the compact hedgehog is coarser than the topology of the
quotient hedgehog. Furthermore, both topologies coincide if and only if κ < ℵ0.
Proof. Recall that the map Φ defined in Fact 4.4 is a homemorphism
Φ : J(κ) −→ (L(κ), τBox) and Φ : ΛJ(κ) −→ (L(κ), τTych). It is a general fact
that the box topology is finer than the Tychonoff topology and that they co-
incide if and only if the number of factors is finite, and hence the assertion
follows. 
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In what follows we give some of the most important topological proper-
ties of the compact hedgehog.
Properties 6.7. (1) As we have already mentioned, ΛJ(κ) is compact.
(2) Recall that ΛJ(κ) can be seen as a subspace of ([0, 1]I , τTych), which is
Hausdorff, being a product of Hausdorff spaces. Thus ΛJ(κ) is Hausdorff.
(3) By combining (1) and (2) and by using Proposition 3.9 one gets thatΛJ(κ)
is also a normal topological space. Besides, since ΛJ(κ) is T1, the compact
hedgehog is also regular.
(4) The compact hedgehog is metrizable whenever κ ≤ ℵ0. Indeed, by
virtue of Theorem 3.15, one has that [0, 1]I is metrizable whenever κ ≤ ℵ0,
and since metrizability is hereditary, ΛJ(κ) is metrizable whenever κ ≤ ℵ0.
(5) If κ ≤ ℵ0, since metrizability implies first countability, we deduce that
ΛJ(κ) is first countable. Furthermore, whenever κ > ℵ0 the compact hedge-
hog is not first countable. By contradiction, suppose that {Nn}n∈N is a
countable basis of neighborhoods of 0. For each n ∈ N, since Nn ∈ Nx,
Fact 6.4 yields a finite Jn ⊆ I such that
Bn = J(κ) r
⋃
j∈Jn
p([tnj , 1] × { j}) ⊆ Nn.
The set
⋃
n∈N Jn is a countable union of finite sets, so it is countable. In
particular, there is an element i0 ∈ I which is not contained in
⋃
n∈I Jn. Set
V = J(κ)rp([1/2, 1]×{i0}, which is an openneighborhoodof 0. Since {Nn}n∈N
is a basis of neighborhoods, there is an n0 ∈ N such that Bn0 ⊆ Nn0 ⊆ V,
which is a contradiction, since (1, i0) ∈ Bn0 but (1, i0) < V.
(6) Because of property (5), wededuce thatΛJ(κ) is neither second countable
nor metrizable whenever κ > ℵ0.
(7) Whenever κ ≤ ℵ0, one has that ΛJ(κ) is second countable (equivalently
separable, since it ismetrizable, see Lemma 3.11). More precisely, the family
β(κ) =
{
J(κ) r
⋃
j∈J
p([1/n, 1] × { j}) | J ⊆ I finite, n ∈N
}
∪
{
p ((1 − 1/n, 1] × {i}) | n ∈N, i ∈ I
}
∪
{
p ((a, b) × {i}) | a, b ∈ Q, 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, i ∈ I
}
is a countable basis (note that the family of finite subsets of a countable set
is countable because of Lemma 3.30).
(8) The same proof as the one for the quotient hedgehog shows that ΛJ(κ)
fails to be separable whenever κ > ℵ0.
(9) Despite not being first countable (when κ > ℵ0), the compact hedgehog
is always a Fre´chet–Urysohn space. Let A ⊆ J(κ) and (t, i) ∈ A. Our goal is
to construct a sequence of points in A converging to (t, i). If t , 0, the proof
is identical to the one for the quotient hedgehog; so we will only deal with
the assertion for (t, i) = 0. We distinguish two cases:
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• Assume first thatA has points in infinitelymany spines of J(κ). Select any
sequence {xn}n∈N ⊆ A such that xn and xm belong to different spineswhen-
ever n , m. Let in ∈ I denote the index such that xn ∈ p ((0, 1] × {in}). Then
the sequence {xn}n∈N converges to 0. Indeed, letB = J(κ)r
⋃
j∈J p([t j, 1]×{ j})
be a basic neighborhood, where J ⊆ I is finite. Since J is finite, let
nB =
∨{n ∈ N | in ∈ J} + 1. Then xn ∈ B whenever n ≥ nB, and hence
{xn}n∈N converges to 0.
• Suppose now that A ⊆ p ([0, 1] × J) for some finite J ⊆ I. Note that
0 ∈ A = A ∩ p ([0, 1] × J),
fromwhich follows that 0 is contained in the closure of A∩ p ([0, 1] × J) in
p ([0, 1] × J). Besides, since J is finite, the subspace p ([0, 1] × J) coincides
with the quotient hedgehog (see Fact 6.6), which is Fre´chet–Urysohn.
Thus there is a sequence of points of A ∩ p ([0, 1] × J) converging to 0 in
p ([0, 1] × J) (and in ΛJ(κ)).
(10) If κ ≤ ℵ0, the space ΛJ(κ) is compact and metrizable, and thus it is
automatically totally bounded and complete (see [6, Theorem 45.1]).
(11) The space ΛJ(κ) is arcwise connected (one can mimic the proof for
the quotient hedgehog). Also, note that ΛJ(1)  ΛJ(2)  [0, 1]. However,
ΛJ(κ)  ΛJ(λ) for all cardinalities κ , λwith λ or κ greater than 2.
7. TheMetricHedgehog
In this section we introduce the last topology on the hedgehog J(κ). The
next fact shows that the hedgehog can also be seen as a metric space.
Figure 8. The distance between two pairs of points in J(κ)
Fact 7.1. The map d : J(κ) × J(κ) −→ [0,+∞) given by
d
(
(t, i), (s, j)
)
=

|t − s|, if j = i,
t + s, if j , i,
(t, i), (s, j) ∈ J(κ),
is a metric on J(κ).
The hedgehog J(κ) equipped with the metric d will be called the metric
hedgehog with κ spines. In what follows, we shall use the symbol
MJ(κ)
to denote themetric hedgehog. Themetric hedgehoghas important applica-
tions in Topology. For example, later onwewill show that everymetrizable
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space can be embedded in a countable cartesian product of hedgehogs (see
Theorem 7.17). Another interesting application is given in Theorem 7.28.
In view of the metric, we can easily describe the balls of MJ(κ). Here and
subsequently, we shall denote by B ((t, i), r) the open ball of center (t, i) and
radius r and by B ((t, i), r) the closed ball of center (t, i) and radius r.
Fact 7.2. The open balls of MJ(κ) centered at 0 are given by
B(0, r) = p ([0, r) × I) for all 0 < r ≤ 1.
At any other point (t, i) , 0 with t < 1, we have
B ((t, i), r) = p ((t − r, t + r) × {i}) for all 0 < r ≤ min{t, 1 − t}.
0
(t, i)
Figure 9. Open balls centered at 0 and at (t, i) , 0
On the one hand, all open balls centered at a certain point form a basis of
neighborhoods of that point in MJ(κ). On the other hand, we can also give
a subbasis of the metric hedgehog.
Fact 7.3. The following family is a subbasis of the metric hedgehog MJ(κ):
S˜(κ) =
{
p ([0, r) × I) | r ∈ (0, 1]
}
∪
{
p ((s, 1] × {i}) | s < 1, i ∈ I
}
.
0
(t, i)
Figure 10. Subbase ofMJ(κ)
Let S(κ) denote the subbase of the quotient hedgehog J(κ) defined as in
Fact 5.2. Then, one clearly has S˜(κ) ⊆ S(κ), which yields a comparison
relation between both topologies.
Fact 7.4. The topology of the quotient hedgehog J(κ) is finer than the topology of
the metric hedgehog MJ(κ).
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Furthermore, in the finite case, the quotient topology and the metric
topology coincide.
Fact 7.5. The metric topology on the hedgehog coincides with the quotient topology
on the hedgehog if and only if κ < ℵ0.
Proof. ⇒) Suppose κ ≥ ℵ0 and select a sequence {in}n∈N of elements of
I. For each n ∈ N, set tin = 1/n; and for i < {in}n∈N, set ti = 1. Then⋃
i∈I p ([0, ti) × {i}) is an open neighborhood of 0 in the quotient hedgehog
which is not open in the metric hedgehog. Thus the quotient hedgehog is
strictly finer than the metric hedgehog.
⇐) Assume now that I = {i1, . . . ik} is finite. Because of the previous fact,
we only need to show that the metric hedgehog is finer than the quotient
hedgehog. Let S ∈ S(κ) be a subbasic open in the quotient hedgehog, and
let us check that S is also open in the metric hedgehog. If S = p ((s, 1] × {i})
for some s < 1 and i ∈ I, then S is also open in themetric hedgehog. Assume
now that S =
⋃k
j=1 p([0,
1
n j
) × {i j}), with n j ∈ N for each j = 1, . . . , k. Let
(t, i j) ∈ S. If (t, i j) , 0, we have that (0, 1/n j) × {i j} is an open neighborhood
(in the metric hedgehog) in-between. Otherwise, if (t, i j) = 0, let n0 =
max{n1, . . .nk}. Then p ([0, 1/n0) × I) is an open neighborhood in the metric
hedgehog in-between. 
The followingproposition is the analogue of Proposition 6.5for themetric
hedgehog. It will be fundamental in the subsequent subections, since it
allows us to check the continuity of hedgehog-valued functions by means
of the universal property of the initial topology (cf. Proposition 3.5).
Proposition 7.6. The topology of the metric hedgehog MJ(κ) is the initial topology
for the family of mappings
{
πi : J(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu)
}
i∈I together with the mapping
πκ : J(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu).
Proof. First we need to show that the projections πκ : MJ(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu)
and πi : MJ(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) are continuous. A subbasis of ([0, 1], τu) is
given by S =
{
[0, b) | 0 < b ≤ 1
}
∪
{
(a, 1] | 0 ≤ a < 1
}
, and it is enough to
show that inverse images of subbasic opens are open. Since (see the proof
of Proposition 6.5)
[πi < b] = J(κ) r p ([b, 1] × {i}) and [πi > a] = p ((a, 1] × {i})
are open in MJ(κ) for every 0 < b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ a < 1, one has that
πi : MJ(κ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is continuous for every i ∈ I. Similarly, for ev-
ery 0 < b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ a < 1 we have
[πκ < b] =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | πκ(t, j) ∈ [0, b)
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | t ∈ [0, b)
}
= p ([0, b) × I) ,
and
[πκ > a] =
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | πκ(t, j) ∈ (a, 1]
}
=
{
(t, j) ∈ J(κ) | t ∈ (a, 1]
}
= p ((a, 1] × I) ,
which are open inMJ(κ). Thus πκ is also continuous.
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Nowwe have to prove thatMJ(κ) is indeed the coarsest topologymaking
all themaps in the family continuous. Let (J(κ), τ) be another topology such
that πκ and πi are continuous for every i ∈ I. Let S be a subbasic open in
MJ(κ). Our goal is to show that S is open in (J(κ), τ) too.
First let S = p ([0, r) × I) with 0 < r ≤ 1. By the previously done calcu-
lation, one has [πκ < r] = S, and since πκ : (J(κ), τ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is contin-
uous, we conclude that S is open in (J(κ), τ). Now take S = p ((s, 1] × {i})
with 0 ≤ s < 1 and i ∈ I. Since πi : (J(κ), τ) −→ ([0, 1], τu) is continuous, we
deduce that [πi > s] = S is open in (J(κ), τ). 
Now we are in position to give the following relation between the three
hedgehog spaces.
Corollary 7.7. The topology of the quotient hedgehog is finer than the topology of
the metric hedgehog, which is finer than the topology of the compact hedgehog.
Proof. The former assertion is proved in Fact 7.4 whereas the latter assertion
is a consequence of the previous proposition and Proposition 6.5. 
Fact 7.8. The metric topology of the hedgehog J(κ) coincides with the compact
topology of the hedgehog if and only if κ < ℵ0.
Proof. ⇒) Assume that κ ≥ ℵ0, and let us show that MJ(κ) is strictly finer
than ΛJ(κ). We have that U = p ([0, 1) × I) is an open subset ofMJ(κ) which
is not open in ΛJ(κ). Indeed, if Uwere open in ΛJ(κ), Fact 6.4 yields a finite
J ⊆ I such that
B = J(κ) r
⋃
j∈J
[t j, 1] ⊆ U.
Since κ ≥ ℵ0, select i ∈ I such that i < J, from which follows that (1, i) ∈ B
but (1, i) < U, a contradiction.
⇐) Assume that κ < ℵ0. By the previous corollary, it is enough to show
that MJ(κ) is coarser tan ΛJ(κ). For that purpose, take the subbasis S˜(κ)
of MJ(κ) (cf. Fact 7.3) and the subbasis Sˆ(κ) of ΛJ(κ) (cf. Fact 6.3). It is
enough to show that every subbasic open S in S˜(κ) is also open in ΛJ(κ). If
S = p ((r, 1] × {i}), one has that S ∈ Sˆ(κ), so let us assume that S = p ([0, r) × I).
Then,
S =
⋂
i∈I
J(κ) r p ([r, 1] × {i}) ,
which is a finite intersection of (subbasic) open subsets of ΛJ(κ), and hence
it is open in the compact hedgehog. 
Thus, Facts 7.5 and 7.8 show that in the finite case the three hedgehog are
just the same space:
Corollary 7.9. Assume that κ < ℵ0. Then
J(κ) =MJ(κ) = ΛJ(κ).
Properties 7.10. (1) The hedgehogMJ(κ) is a metric space, and therefore it is
first countable, Hausdorff (in particular T1) and normal (thus regular).
(2) Note that J(ℵ0) can be provided with twometrizable topologies, namely
MJ(ℵ0) and ΛJ(ℵ0). Further, the metrics are non-equivalent, since both
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topologies are distinct when κ = ℵ0 (see Fact 7.8).
(3)MJ(κ) is second countable if and only if κ ≤ ℵ0. Assume first that κ ≤ ℵ0.
A countable basis is given by
β(κ) =
{
p ([0, 1/n) × I) | n ∈N
}
∪
{
p ((1 − 1/n, 1] × {i}) | n ∈N, i ∈ I
}
∪
{
p ((a, b) × {i}) | a, b ∈ Q, 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, i ∈ I
}
.
Suppose now that κ > ℵ0 and by contradiction take a countable basis β˜(κ).
For each i ∈ I, consider the open set Ui = p ((0, 1] × {i}) inMJ(κ). Then there
is a Bi ∈ β˜(κ) such that Bi ⊆ Ui. It follows that {Bi}i∈I is an uncountable
family in β˜(κ), a contradiction.
(4) Exactly the same argument used for the quotient hedgehog shows that
MJ(κ) is neither compact nor locally compact whenever κ ≥ ℵ0.
(5) Note that the proof of the arcwise connectedness of the quotient hedge-
hog also applies to the metric hedgehog. Thus,MJ(κ) is arcwise connected.
Besides, note that MJ(1)  MJ(2)  [0, 1]. However, MJ(κ)  MJ(λ) for all
cardinalities κ , λwith λ or κ greater than 2.
(6) Taking into account (3) and Lemma 3.11, the metric hedgehog is separa-
ble if and only if κ ≤ ℵ0.
(7) The metric hedgehog MJ(κ) is totally bounded if and only if κ < ℵ0.
Assume first that κ < ℵ0 and let ǫ > 0. Then,{
B (0, ε)
}
∪
{
B((nε/2, i), ε) | i ∈ I, 2 ≤ n ≤ 2/ε
}
is the desired finite cover of open balls of radius ε. Suppose now by way
of contradiction that κ ≥ ℵ0 and thatMJ(κ) is totally bounded. For ε = 1/2,
there is a finite cover B of open balls of radius ε. It follows that for every
i ∈ I there is a ball Bi ∈ B such that (1, i) ∈ Bi. Note that Bi ⊆ p ((0, 1] × {i}),
and hence {Bi}i∈I ⊆ B is an infinite family, a contradiction.
(8) (Cf. [1, page 277, Problem 4.3.B. (c)]) The metric hedgehog is complete.
Let {xn}n∈N be a Cauchy sequence in MJ(κ). We want to prove that {xn}n∈N
is convergent, which, by virtue of Lemma 3.16, is equivalent to show that
{xn}n∈N has a convergent subsequence. By contradiction, suppose that
{xn}n∈N has not convergent subsequences. In particular, there are not sub-
sequences of {xn}n∈N converging to 0. Set S = {xn | n ∈ N}. Then there is
an r > 0 such B (0, r) ∩ S is finite, for otherwise 0 is a limit point of S, from
which we conclude (by Lemma 3.17) that there is convergent subsequence
of {xn}n∈N to 0, a contradiction. Now, by reducing r if necessary, we can
assume that B (0, r) ∩ (S r {0}) = ∅. We distinguish two cases:
• Assumefirst that S has points in infinitelymany spines ofMJ(κ). Thuswe
can build a subsequence {xnk}k∈N of {xn}n∈N such that xnk ∈ p((0, 1] × {ik})
and xnℓ ∈ p((0, 1] × {iℓ}) with ik , iℓ whenever k , ℓ. Observe that
d
(
xnk , xnℓ
)
≥ 2r whenever k , ℓ, a contradiction with the fact that {xn}n∈N
is Cauchy.
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• Suppose now that S has points only in finitely many spines of MJ(κ).
Then there is a subsequence {xnk}k∈N of {xn}n∈N such that S1 = {xnk | k ∈
N} ⊆ p ([0, 1] × {i0}) for some i0 ∈ I. Now, [0, 1] is clearly isometric to
p ([0, 1] × {i0}), the former being complete (because it is a closed subset of
the real line). Thus, p ([0, 1] × {i0}) is complete and {xnk}k∈N (and therefore
{xn}n∈N) has a convergent subsequence, a contradiction.
Later, we shall need the following property concerning themetric hedge-
hog (see [7]).
Proposition 7.11. The real line R embeds as a closed subspace in
(
MJ(ℵ0)
)2
.
Proof. Throughout the proof we shall denote Z =
(
MJ(ℵ0)
)2
. We will show
that R embeds as a closed subspace in Z for the index set I = Z. We
can uniquely represent every x ∈ R as x = 2kx + tx = (2ℓx + 1) + sx where
kx, ℓx ∈ Z and −1 < tx, sx ≤ 1. Thus we define functions f : R −→ MJ(ℵ0)
and 1 : R −→ MJ(ℵ0) given by
f (x) = (1 − |tx|, kx) and 1(x) = (1 − |sx|, ℓx).
Now we show that f is continuous. Because of Propositions 3.5 and 7.6, it
is enough to show that πℵ0 ◦ f is continuous and πk ◦ f is also continuous
for every k ∈ Z. For every 0 < s ≤ 1 we have
[πℵ0 ◦ f < s] = {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, πℵ0(1 − |t|, n) < s}
= {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, 1 − |t| < s}
=
⋃
n∈Z
{2n + t ∈ R | −1 < t < −1 + s or 1 − s < t ≤ 1}
=
⋃
n∈Z
(2n − 1, 2n − 1 + s) ∪ (2n + 1 − s, 2n + 1]
=
⋃
n∈Z
(2n − 1, 2n − 1 + s) ∪ ⋃
n∈Z
(2n − 1 − s, 2n − 1]
=
⋃
n∈Z
(2n − 1 − s, 2n − 1 + s),
and, for each k ∈ Z,
[πk ◦ f < s] = {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, πk(1 − |t|, n) < s}
= {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, n , k}
∪ {2k + t ∈ R | −1 < t ≤ 1, 1 − |t| < s}
=
⋃
n,k
(2n − 1, 2n + 1] ∪ (2k − 1, 2k − 1 + s) ∪ (2k + 1 − s, 2k + 1]
= Rr [2k − 1 + s, 2k + 1 − s]
which are open in the real line. Let now 0 ≤ s < 1. Similarly, we have that
[πℵ0 ◦ f > s] = {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, πℵ0(1 − |t|, n) > s}
= {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, 1 − |t| > s}
=
⋃
n∈Z
(2n − 1 + s, 2n + 1 − s),
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and
[πk ◦ f > s] = {2n + t ∈ R | n ∈ Z, −1 < t ≤ 1, πk(1 − |t|, n) > s}
= {2k + t ∈ R | −1 < t ≤ 1, 1 − |t| > s}
= (2k − 1 + s, 2k + 1 − s)
and again both of them are open in R. Hence f is continuous. One can
check the continuity of 1 similarly. We will show that the diagonal h = f∆1
is the desired closed embedding. It suffices to prove that h(R) is closed in
Z (Fact II), that h restricted onto its image is open (Fact III) and that h is
one-to-one.
Fact I. Let α, β ∈ J(ℵ0) and denote α = (t, n).
(i) If t > 0, one has (α, β) ∈ h(R) if and only if β = (1− t, n) or β = (1− t, n− 1).
(ii) One has (0, β) ∈ h(R) if and only if there exists m ∈ Z such that β = (1,m).
Proof. (i) Let us first prove the “only if” part. Assume that there is an
x = 2m+ s ∈ R such that f (x) = α and 1(x) = β, where −1 < s ≤ 1 andm ∈ Z.
Note that
(1 − |s|,m) = f (x) = α = (t, n),
and since t > 0, we deduce that m = n and s = t − 1 or s = 1 − t. Thus,
if x = 2n + t − 1 = 2(n − 1) + 1 + t, one has β = 1(x) = (1 − t, n − 1),
as desired. Assume otherwise that x = 2n + 1 − t. If t = 1, we have
β = 1(x) = 0 = (0, n); so let us now suppose that 0 < t < 1. In the latter case
we have β = 1(x) = (1 − t, n), the desired conclusion.
Let us now show the converse. If β = (1 − t, n), take x = 2n + 1 − t.
One easily checks that f (x) = α and 1(x) = β, that is, (α, β) ∈ h(R). If
β = (1− t, n− 1), set x = 2n+ t− 1. Then f (x) = α and 1(x) = β, as we wanted
to show.
(ii) For the sufficiency, let x = 2m + s ∈ R such that f (x) = 0 and 1(x) = β,
where −1 < s ≤ 1 and m ∈ Z. Since (1 − |s|,m) = f (x) = 0, one has s = 1 or
s = −1. In the former case, we deduce that β = (1,m), whereas in the latter
case one has β = (1,m − 1).
Nowwe show the necessity. If β = (1,m) for somem ∈ Z. Let x = 2m+ 1.
Then f (x) = 0 and 1(x) = β, which concludes the proof. 
Fact II. h(R) is closed in Z.
Proof. We shall show that the complementary of h(R) is open. Let (α0, β0) ∈
Z r h(R), and write α0 = (t0, n0) and β0 = (s0,m0). We distinguish several
cases:
(i) First assume that t0, s0 > 0. By the previous fact, one has β0 , (1 − t0, n0)
and β0 , (1 − t0, n0 − 1). If m0 , n0, n0 − 1, define
U = p((0, 1] × {n0}) × p((0, 1] × {m0})
which is a neighborhood of (α0, β0) with the property that for each (α, β) ∈ U
(write α = (t, n0)), one has β , (1−t, n0), (1−t, n0−1), and hence the previous
fact yields U ⊆ Z r h(R).
If m0 = n0, since (s0, n0) = β0 , (1 − t0, n0), one has that s0 , 1 − t0, from
which follows that the point (t0, s0) ∈ R2 is not contained in the line y = 1−x
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of R2. Let then d > 0 be the euclidean distance between (t0, s0) and the line
y = 1 − x. We set r = d/
√
2 and
U =

p((t0 − r, t0 + r) × {n0}) × p((s0 − r, s0 + r) × {n0}) if t0, s0 < 1;
p((1 − r, 1] × {n0}) × p((s0 − r, s0 + r) × {n0}) if t0 = 1, s0 < 1;
p((t0 − r, t0 + r) × {n0}) × p((1 − r, 1] × {n0}) if t0 < 1, s0 = 1;
p((1 − r, 1] × {n0}) × p((s0 − r, 1] × {n0}) if t0 = s0 = 1.
The neighborhood U of (α0, β0) satisfies that given (α, β) in U (assume that
α = (t, n0) and β = (s, n0)), one has β , (1 − t, n0), (1 − t, n0 − 1). Indeed, the
case β , (1 − t, n0 − 1) is clear, so let us verify that β , (1 − t, n0). By way of
contradiction, suppose that 1− t = s. Then (t, s) ∈ R2 is contained in the line
y = 1 − x, which yields
d ≤ du ((t, s), (t0, s0)) ≤
√
2max{|t − t0|, |s − s0|} <
√
2r = d,
a contradiction. Thus U ⊆ Z r h(R). The case m0 = n0 − 1 is completely
analogous.
(ii) Suppose now that t0 > 0 and s0 = 0. By the previous fact we have
β0 , (1 − t0, n0) and β0 , (1 − t0, n0 − 1), from which follows that 1 − t0 , 0.
The point (t0, 0) ∈ R2 is not contained in the line y = 1 − x of the plane, so
let d > 0 be the distance from such line to (t0, 0). Define r = d/
√
2 and
U =
p ((t0 − r, t0 + r) × {n0}) × p ([0, r) × I) if t0 < 1;p((1 − r, 1] × {n0}) × p ([0, r) × I) if t0 = 1;
which is a neighborhood of (α0, β0). Let (α, β) ∈ U, and denote α = (t, n0)
and β = (s,m). If β = (1− t, n0) or β = (1− t, n0 − 1), we would have 1− t = s,
that is, (t, s) ∈ R2 is contained in the line y = 1− x, from which we conclude
that
d ≤ du ((t, s), (t0, s0)) ≤
√
2max{|t − t0|, s} <
√
2r = d,
a contradiction. Thus U ⊆ Z r h(R).
(iii) The case t0 = 0 and s0 > 0 is similar to the previous one. To finish the
proof, note that it is impossible that the equality t0 = s0 = 0 holds, because
of Fact II. 
Fact III. The restriction h : R −→ h(R) is open.
Proof. We shall show that the images of basic open sets under h are open in
h(R). For that purpose, we divide the proof into several simpler cases:
(i) First, take (a, b) ⊆ R such that (a, b) ∩Z = ∅. Then, one can easily check
that h((a, b)) is open in h(R).
(ii) Now suppose that (a, b) = (2n − ε, 2n + ε) for some n ∈ Z and 0 < ε < 1.
We want to see that U = h((a, b)) is open in h(R). We have that
U = h(R) ∩ f ((a, b)) × 1((a, b)),
where f ((a, b)) = p ((1 − ε, 1] × {n}) and 1((a, b)) = ([0, ε) × {n − 1})∪p ([0, ε) × {n}).
Let us check that U can also be written as follows:
U = h(R) ∩ f ((a, b)) × p ([0, ε) × I) ,
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(which is obviously open in h(R)). It is enough to show the containment
h(R) ∩ f ((a, b)) × p ([0, ε) × I) ⊆ h(R) ∩ f ((a, b)) × 1((a, b)),
so let
(
(t, n), β)
) ∈ h(R)∩ f ((a, b))×p ([0, ε) × I). By Fact I, one has β = (1− t, n)
or β = (1 − t, n − 1), and hence (α, β) ∈ h(R) ∩ f ((a, b)) × 1((a, b)).
(iii) The odd case (i.e. when (a, b) = (2n + 1 − ε, 2n + 1 + ε)) can be proved
similarly.
(iv) Finally, let us show the general case. Indeed, every interval (a, b) ⊆ R
can be written as the union of open intervals of the form described in (i), (ii)
and (iii). Since the direct image of a union and the union of direct images
coincide, h((a, b)) is open in h(R). 
Finally, we check that h is one-to-one. Let x, y ∈ R such that h(x) = h(y),
i.e. f (x) = f (y) and 1(x) = 1(y). Write x = 2n+ t and y = 2m+ swith n,m ∈ Z
and −1 < t, s ≤ 1. We only deal with the case t, s > 0 since the other cases
can be shown similarly. We have f (x) = f (y), i.e. (1 − |t|, n) = (1 − |s|,m)
and so there are two possible cases. First, assume that 1 − |t| = 1 − |s| = 0.
Since t, s > 0, one has t = s = 1. Now, since 1(x) = 1(y) we obtain that
(1, n) = (1,m), and thus n = m and x = y, as desired. Assume otherwise that
n = m. Then 1 − |t| = 1 − |s|, and therefore t = s because t, s > 0. Thus, x = y,
as we wanted to show. Therefore, h is the desired closed embedding. 
7.1. Kowalsky’s Hedgehog Theorem. One important application of the
metric hedgehog is presented in this subsection. More specifically, we aim
to give a proof of the Kowalsky’s Hedgehog Theorem. Roughly speaking,
this result asserts that every metric space is embeddable in the product of
countably many copies of the metric hedgehog. We will mainly follow the
proof given in [1, pp. 282-283, Theorem 4.4.9].
The first step is to compute the weight of a countable cartesian power of the
metric hedgehog.
Example 7.12. The metric hedgehog has weight ω (MJ(κ)) = ℵ0 if κ < ℵ0
and ω (MJ(κ)) = κ if κ ≥ ℵ0. Indeed, assume first that κ ≥ ℵ0. A basis of
cardinality κ is given by
β(κ) =
{
p([0, 1/n) × I) | n ∈N
}
∪
{
p ((a, b) × {i}) | a, b ∈ Q, 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, i ∈ I
}
∪
{
p ((1/n, 1] × {i}) | n ∈N, i ∈ I
}
.
Further, it is impossible to give a basis of a strictly smaller cardinality.
Assume that β˜ is another basis ofMJ(κ). For each i ∈ I, Ui = p ((0, 1] × {i}) is
open, so there is an elementBi of β˜ such thatBi ⊆ Ui. Note that all theBi’s are
pairwise disjoint and in particular distinct. Thus |β˜| ≥ κ and ω (MJ(κ)) = κ.
Nowwe deal with the case κ < ℵ0. Note that the basis β(κ) defined above
is a countable basis of MJ(κ). Thus MJ(κ) ≤ ℵ0. Let β˜ be another basis of
MJ(κ) and assume by contradiction that |β˜| < ℵ0. Then, we would have a
finite basis for the subspace p([0, 1] × {i}), which is homeomorphic to the
closed unit interval, a contradiction.
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Example 7.12 and Lemma 3.31 yield
Corollary 7.13. Let κ ≥ ℵ0. Then the weight of
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
is κ.
The following results are devoted to show that every metric space has a
σ-discrete basis (see Definition 3.40).
Definition 7.14. We say that a cover {B j} j∈J is a refinement of a cover {Ai}i∈I
of the same set X, if for every j ∈ J there is an i ∈ I with B j ⊆ Ai.
Theorem 7.15 (Stone). (Cf. [1, page 280, Theorem 4.4.1]) Every open cover of
a metrizable space has a σ-discrete open refinement.
Proof. Let {Ui}i∈I be an open cover of ametrizable spaceXwithmetric d. The
Well-ordering Theorem guarantees the existence of a well-ordering < on I.
For every n ∈ N, we inductively build a family Vn = {Vi,n}i∈I as follows.
For each i ∈ I, set Vi,n =
⋃
B(c, 1/2n), where the union is taken over all the
c ∈ X satisfying the following conditions:
(1) i is the least element of I such that c ∈ Ui,
(2) c < Vi′, j for all j < n and i
′ ∈ I,
(3) B(c, 3/2n) ⊆ Ui.
The desired σ-discrete open refinement will turn out to be V = ⋃n∈NVn.
Firstly, the openess of all element inV is clear (each Vi,n is a union of open
balls). Further, let us check that V is a cover of X. Indeed, let x ∈ X and
observe that the set
Ix = {i ∈ I | x ∈ Ui}
is nonempty because {Ui}i∈I is a cover of X. Then, by the well-ordering of
I, there is a least element in Ix, say i ∈ I. Since x ∈ Ui, which is open, there
is an n ∈N such that B(x, 3/2n) ⊆ Ui. Thus x satisfies properties (1) and (3).
We distinguish two cases: if property (2) is also satisfied, one has x ∈ Vi,n.
If (2) does not hold, there is a j < n and a i′ ∈ I such that x ∈ Vi′, j. Thus,V is
a cover of X. Condition (3) yields thatV is a refinement of {Ui}i∈I , because
B(c, 1/2n) ⊆ B(c, 3/2n) ⊆ Ui =⇒ Vi,n =
⋃
B(c, 1/2n) ⊆ Ui.
The only point remaining is to show that V is σ- discrete, i.e. that Vn is
discrete for all n ∈ N. We will first show that the following property is
satisfied for each n ∈N:
x1 ∈ Vi1,n, x2 ∈ Vi2,n and i1 , i2 =⇒ d(x1, x2) >
1
2n
. (Pn)
Let x1 ∈ Vi1,n, x2 ∈ Vi2 ,n and without loss of generality assume i1 < i2. By
the definition of Vi1 ,n and Vi2,n, there exist c1, c2 ∈ X satisfying properties
(1)–(3) such that x1 ∈ B(c1, 1/2n) and x2 ∈ B(c2, 1/2n). Property (3) yields
B(c1, 3/2
n) ⊆ Ui1 , and from (1) we have c2 < Ui1 (because i1 < i2). Thus, one
has c2 < B(c1, 3/2
n), i.e. d(c1, c2) ≥ 3/2n. From the triangle inequality we
obtain
d(x1, x2) ≥ d(c1, c2) − d(c1, x1) − d(c2, x2) > 3
2n
− 1
2n
− 1
2n
=
1
2n
,
which proves (Pn). This property shows thatVn is discrete. Indeed, let x ∈
X. Then B(x, 1/2n+1) ∈ Nx meetsVn at most once, for otherwise we would
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have i1 , i2 such that Vi1,n ∩ B(x, 1/2n+1) , ∅ and Vi2 ,n ∩ B(x, 1/2n+1) , ∅.
Hence, there would be x1 ∈ Vi1,n and x2 ∈ Vi2,n such that
d(x1, x2) ≤ d(x1, x) + d(x, x2) < 1
2n+1
+
1
2n+1
=
1
2n
,
a contradiction with (Pn). 
Theorem 7.16. (Cf. [1, page 281, Theorem 4.4.3]) Every metrizable space has a
σ-discrete basis.
Proof. LetX be a metrizable space. For each n ∈N, consider the open cover
ofX given by the 1/n-balls, namely {B(x, 1/n)}x∈X . By the previous theorem,
there is an open σ-discrete refinement βn of {B(x, 1/n)}x∈X for each n ∈N. It
is clear that the union β =
⋃
n∈N βn is also an open σ-discrete cover. Let us
check that it is indeed a base of X. Let U be open in X and take x ∈ U. For
each n ∈ N, βn is an open cover of X, so there is an open Bn ∈ βn such that
x ∈ Bn. Further, for every n ∈ N one has that βn refines {B(y, 1/n)}y∈X, and
thus there is yn ∈ X such that x ∈ Bn ⊆ B(yn, 1/n).
Since x ∈ U, which is open, there is n0 ∈Nwith x ∈ B(x, 1/n0) ⊆ U. Note
that then
B
(
y2n0 ,
1
2n0
)
⊆ B
(
x, 1n0
)
.
Indeed, let z ∈ X such that d(z, y2n0 ) < 1/(2n0). Therefore,
d(z, x) ≤ d(z, y2n0 ) + d(y2n0 , x) <
1
2n0
+
1
2n0
=
1
n0
.
Thus, one has x ∈ B2n0 ⊆ U, and β is a basis of X. 
We are finally ready to prove the main theorem in this subsection. This
result was first published in [5] by Hans-Joachim Kowalsky in 1961.
Theorem 7.17 (Kowalsky’s Hedgehog Theorem). Let κ ≥ ℵ0. Then the
cartesian product
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
of ℵ0 copies of the metric hedgehog of κ spines is
universal among all metrizable spaces of weight κ.
Proof. Let κ ≥ ℵ0, and denote Z =
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
. By Corollary 7.13, the weight
of Z is κ, and by Theorem 3.15 one has that Z is metrizable. Thus Z belongs
to the class of all metrizable spaces of weight κ.
Let X be a metrizable space of weight κ. Theorem 7.16 yields a
σ-discrete basis β, that is, β =
⋃˙
n∈Nβn with each βn = {Ui}i∈In discrete.
By Lemma 3.29 we can assume that the cardinality of I =
⋃˙
n∈NIn is κ; for
otherwise we could take a basis β′ ⊆ β such that |β′| = κ, whose existence is
asserted by the lemma, and clearly β′ would also be σ-discrete. Hence we
can assume that the index set I coincides with the index set used to define
the hedgehogMJ(κ).
Let n ∈ N. By virtue of Lemma 3.14 we can assume that the metric
in X is bounded by 1. For each i ∈ In, let fi : X −→ [0, 1] denote the
continuous mapping fXrUi defined in Lemma 3.13. By the same lemma,
since X r Ui is closed one has X r Ui = f
−1
i
({0}). Hence Ui = [ fi > 0].
Let ψi : [0, 1] −→ p ([0, 1] × {i}) be the homeomorphism given by ψi(t) = (t, i)
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(note that the expressionmakes sensebecause the index sets coincide). Then
we define
Gn :
⋃
i∈In Ui −→ MJ(κ)
x 7−→ Gn(x) = (ψi ◦ fi)(x) if x ∈ Ui.
Note thatGn is the combined mapping with respect to the closed discrete
(see Lemma 3.35) cover {Ui}i∈In of
⋃
i∈In Ui . Since each of the functions in the
family is continuous, Proposition 3.39 yields the continuity of Gn. Define
Fn : X −→ MJ(κ)
x 7−→ Fn(x) =
Gn(x) if x ∈
⋃
i∈In Ui;
0 if x ∈ X r⋃i∈In Ui.
We have that
⋃
i∈In Ui is closed (by Proposition 3.34). Clearly, X r
⋃
i∈In Ui
is also closed. Let us check that Fn is a well-defined combined map (i.e. it
comes from compatible mappings). Indeed, if x ∈ ⋃i∈In Ui ∩
(
X r
⋃
i∈In Ui
)
,
then x ∈ Ui and x ∈ X r Ui for some i ∈ In. In other words, we have
Gn(x) = (ψi ◦ fi)(x) and fi(x) = 0. Thus Gn(x) = ψi(0) = 0 and Fn is well
defined. Hence, the Pasting Lemma gives that Fn is continuous.
In the last stepof the proofweuse theDiagonal Theorem. ByRemark 3.44
it is enough to show that the family {Fn}n∈N separates points and closed sets.
Let x ∈ X and F ⊆ X a closed subset such that x < F. We have x ∈ X r F,
which is open, and since β is a basis of X, there exist n ∈ N and i ∈ In such
that x ∈ Ui ⊆ X r F, from which we obtain
Fn(x) ∈ Fn(Ui) = Gn(Ui) = ψi
(
fi(Ui)
)
= ψi
(
fi
(
f−1i ((0, 1])
))
⊆ ψi((0, 1]) = p ((0, 1] × {i}) .
Further, we have Fn(F)
⋂
p ((0, 1] × {i}) = ∅. Indeed, if Fn(y) ∈ Fn(F) (with
y ∈ F) and Fn(y) ∈ p ((0, 1] × {i}), one necessarily has y ∈ Ui, and thus
y ∈ F ∩Ui, a contradiction (note that Ui ⊆ X r F).
Hence, it follows that Fn(x) ∈ p ((0, 1] × {i}) ⊆ MJ(κ) r Fn(F). Note that
p ((0, 1] × {i}) is open in the metric hedgehog, and thus
Fn(x) ∈ int (MJ(κ) r Fn(F)) =MJ(κ) r Fn(F),
i.e. Fn(x) < Fn(F), as desired. By the Diagonal Theorem (see Theorem 3.45)
the diagonal mapping is an embedding ∆n∈NFn : X −→ Z. 
Kowalsky’s hedgehog theorem yields many interesting corollaries, and
in what follows we give some of them.
The following result is the solution of [1, page 286, Problem 4.4.C. (a)].
Theorem 7.18. Let X be a metrizable topological space of weight κ ≤ c. Then
there exists a continuous bijection F : X −→ Y onto a separable metrizable space
Y.
Proof. First we will show that there is a continuous one-to-one mapping
from MJ(c) into the plane with the usual topology. Assume that the index
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set I is (0,+∞). Consider the following natural mapping that sends each
spine into the corresponding segment in the plane:
f : MJ(c) −→ (R2, τu)
(t, s) 7−→ f (t, s) = t
1 + s2
(1, s).
Clearly f is well-defined and one-to-one. Let us check that f is continuous.
Take (t0, s0) ∈ MJ(c) and ε > 0. First, assume that t0 > 0. Let δ = ε ∧ t0 > 0.
Now, for every (t, s) ∈ MJ(c) such that d ((t, s), (t0, s0)) < δ, one necessarily
has s = s0 because δ < t0. An easy calculation shows that
d
(
f (t, s), f (t0, s0)
)
= d
(
f (t, s0), f (t0, s0)
)
= |t − t0| = d ((t, s), (t0, s0)) < ε,
which proves continuity at (t0, s0). Suppose now that t0 = 0 and let δ = ε.
Then, for every (t, s) ∈MJ(c) such that d((t, s), 0) = t < δ, one has
d
(
f (t, s), f (0)
)
= d
(
f (t, s), (0, 0)
)
= t < ε,
and thus f is continuous.
Let f ∗ denote the product map f ∗ : (MJ(c))ℵ0 −→
(
R2
)ℵ0
assigning to the
point x = {xn}n∈N the point { f (xn)}n∈N. Since f ∗ is a product map, it is
continuous, and f ∗ is one-to-one because so is f .
Toprove the assertionof the theorem,letX be ametrizable space ofweight
κ ≤ c. By virtue of Kowalsky’s hedgehog theorem, in particular there is a
continuous one-to-one mapping h : X −→ (MJ(κ))ℵ0 , and since (MJ(κ))ℵ0
embeds in (MJ(c))ℵ0 , in particular there is a continuous one-to-onemapping
1 : (MJ(κ))ℵ0 −→ (MJ(c))ℵ0 . Finally, set F = f ∗ ◦ 1 ◦ h : X −→ F(X). We have
that H is a bijective continuous map. Further, F(X) is separable because of
Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.12. 
The following result is an extension of the Kowalsky’s hedgehog theo-
rem which provides a condition for a metric space to be embeddable as
a closed subspace of
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
. The proof is a solution for [1, page 286,
Problem 4.4.B.].
Theorem 7.19. Let κ ≥ ℵ0. Then every completely metrizable space of weight κ
embeds as a closed subspace of
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
.
Proof. Let X be a completely metrizable space of weight κwith κ ≥ ℵ0, and
denote Z =
(
MJ(κ)
)ℵ0
. By Kowalsky’s hedgehog theorem, X embeds in Z.
Let Y ⊆ Z be the set such that X and Y homeomorphic. Since complete
metrizability is a topological property (see Remark 3.20), one has that Y is
completely metrizable. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 3.22, Y is aGδ set. Now,
by Lemma 3.21, it follows that Y (and therefore X) is homeomorphic to a
closed subset ofZ×Rℵ0 . Proposition 7.11 tells us thatR embeds in
(
MJ(ℵ0)
)2
as a closed subset. Further, it is clear thatMJ(ℵ0) embeds as a closed subset
ofMJ(κ) because κ ≥ ℵ0. Thus,X embeds inZ×
((
MJ(κ)
)2)ℵ0
 Z as a closed
subset. 
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7.2. Themetric hedgehog and collectionwise normality. Using induction,
it is easy to check that in a normal space any finite family of pairwise disjoint
closed sets can be separated by a family open pairwise disjoint open sets:
Proposition 7.20. Let {Fn}kn=1 be a finite family of pairwise disjoint closed sets in
a normal space X. Then, there is a family {Un}kn=1 of open pairwise disjoint sets
such that Fn ⊆ Un for all n = 1, . . . , k.
Regarding Proposition 7.20, a natural question in a normal space is
whether we can consider larger families of closed disjoint sets or not. Even
in the countably infinite case, the answer is negative without additional
assumptions:
Example 7.21. Consider the real line with the usual topology, which is a
normal space, and take the countable pairwise disjoint family {{x} | x ∈ Q}
of rational singletons (they are closed). It is clear that we cannot find a
pairwise disjoint family of open sets each one containing a rational number.
Thus, Proposition 7.20 fails when we replace finitewith countable.
Nevertheless, if we replace pairwise disjointness with a stronger condi-
tion, wewill get a positive result. As onemay expect, the required condition
is discreteness.
Theorem 7.22. Let X be a normal space and {Fn}n∈N a discrete family of closed
subsets of X. Then, there is a family {Un}n∈N of pairwise disjoint open subsets such
that Fn ⊆ Un for each n ∈N.
Proof. Since the family {Fn}n∈N of closed sets is discrete, Proposition 3.34
gives that
⋃
n∈N Fn is closed.
Let us construct the desired family of open sets. For each n ∈ N, the
sets Fn and
⋃
m,n Fm =
(⋃
m∈N Fm
)
r Fn are closed and disjoint. Since X is
normal, there exist two open and disjoint setsUn and Vn satisfying Fn ⊆ Un
and
⋃
m,n Fm ⊆ Vn. Finally, define
W1 = U1 and Wn = Un ∩ V1 ∩ · · · ∩ Vn−1, for each n > 1.
We shall show that {Wn}n∈N is the desired family. Clearly Wn is open for
each n ∈ N. Also Wn ∩ Wm = ∅ whenever n , m. Indeed, let n , m
in N and without loss of generality assume that n < m. Then Wm =
Um∩V1∩· · ·∩Vn∩Vn+1∩· · ·∩Vm−1 ⊆ Vn and henceWn∩Wm ⊆ Un∩Um = ∅.
We still have to check that Fn ⊆ Wn for all n ∈ N. Let n ∈ N. The case
n = 1 is clear, so assume that n > 1. Note that for all j = 1, . . . , n− 1 we have
Fn ⊆
⋃
m, j Fm ⊆ V j andalsoFn ⊆ Un, and thuswegetFn ⊆ Un∩V1∩· · ·∩Vn−1,
that is, Fn ⊆Wn, which completes the proof. 
However, the analogue of Theorem 7.22 for larger families of closed sets
is false in general. An example of such a space is the Bing’s Space and
its construction can be found in [1]. In view of this fact, we introduce the
following terminology:
Definition 7.23. Let X be a topological space and κ ≥ 2 some cardinal.
We say that X is κ-collectionwise normal if for every discrete family {Fi}i∈I of
closed subsets with |I| = κ there exists a family {Ui}i∈I of pairwise disjoint
open subsets such that Fi ⊆ Ui for every i ∈ I. Further, we say that X is
collectionwise normal if X is κ-collectionwise normal for each cardinality κ.
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Remarks 7.24. (1) Note that 2-collectionwise normality coincides with nor-
mality (cf. Lemma 3.33). Further, take κ ≤ ℵ0. Then, Proposition 7.22 is
telling us that a space is normal if and only if it is κ-collectionwise normal.
(2) It is clear that ifκ ≤ λ are two cardinalities, thenλ-collectionwise normal-
ity forces κ-collectionwise normality. In particular, taking (1) into account,
κ-collectionwise normality implies normality for every κ.
Lemma 7.25. (Cf. [1, page 305, Theorem 5.1.17]) A topological space X is κ-
collectionwise normal if and only if for every discrete family {Fi}i∈I of closed subsets
in X with |I| = κ there exists a discrete family {Ui}i∈I of open subsets in X such that
Fi ⊆ Ui for every i ∈ I.
Proof. The “if” part is clear by taking into account Proposition 3.33. For
the converse, suppose that X is κ-collectionwise normal and let {Fi}i∈I be a
discrete family of closed sets inXwith |I| = κ. Byκ-collectionwise normality,
there is a pairwise disjoint family {Ui}i∈I of open sets in X satisfying Fi ⊆ Ui
for all i ∈ I. By Lemma 3.34 one has that ⋃i∈I Fi is closed. Since X is
normal, there are disjoint open sets U and V such that
⋃
i∈I Fi ⊆ U and
Xr
⋃
i∈I Ui ⊆ V. One easily checks that the family {Vi}i∈I where Vi = U∩Ui
is the desired discrete family. 
Proposition 7.26. Every metrizable space is collectionwise normal.
We have omitted the proof since this last result is unuseful for our pur-
pose (cf. [1, page 333, Theorem 5.4.8]).
We are now interested in determining whether a topological space is κ-
collectionwise normal or not. The metric hedgehog will be the key to gen-
eralize the well known Tietze’s extension theorem, and using the hedgehog
wewill finally provide a characterization forκ-collectionwise normal spaces
(see Theorem 7.28). First we need to show that collectionwise normality is
hereditary with respect to Fσ-sets.
Theorem 7.27. κ-collectionwise normality is hereditary with respect to Fσ-sets.
Proof. LetX beκ-collectionwise normal and F =
⋃
n∈N Fn an Fσ-set, whereFn
is closed inX for all n ∈N. Our goal is to show that F is also κ-collectionwise
normal. Let {Ai}i∈I be a discrete family in F of closed sets in F with |I| = κ.
First, for each n ∈ N, we will inductively build discrete families (in X)
{Un
i
}i∈I and {Vni }i∈I of open sets in X satisfying
(Ai ∩ Fm) ∪Um−1i ⊆ Umi ⊆ Umi ⊆ Vmi r
⋃
j,i
A j ∀i ∈ I, ∀m = 1, . . . , n (Pn)
(we defineU0
i
= ∅). For n = 1, we have to construct discrete families {U1
i
}i∈I
and {V1
i
}i∈I of open sets in X satisfying
Ai ∩ F1 ⊆ U1i ⊆ U1i ⊆ V1i r
⋃
j,i
A j ∀i ∈ I.
Since {Ai}i∈I is discrete in F, it is straightforward to verify that {Ai ∩ F1}i∈I
is discrete in X. Thus {Ai ∩ F1}i∈I is a discrete family of closed sets in X.
By κ-collectionwise normality and Lemma 7.25, there is a discrete family
{V1
i
}i∈I of open sets in X satisfying Ai ∩ F1 ⊆ V1i for each i ∈ I. Further, one
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has Ai ∩ F1 ⊆ V1i r
⋃
j,iA j for every i ∈ I. By way of contradiction assume
that x ∈ Ai ∩ F1 and x ∈
⋃
j,iA j. Note that
x ∈ F ∩⋃
j,i
A j =
⋃
j,i
A j
F
=
⋃
j,i
A j,
where the last equality follows from Proposition 3.34 and the fact that {Ai}i∈I
is a discrete family of closed sets in F. Thus x ∈ Ai∩A j for some i , j, which
contradicts the discreteness of {Ai}i∈I . Now, since X is normal, Ai ∩ F1 is
closed in X and V1
i
r
⋃
j,iA j is open in X for each i ∈ I, there is an open set
U1
i
in X such that
Ai ∩ F1 ⊆ U1i ⊆ U1i ⊆ V1i r
⋃
j,i
A j.
Theobservation that {U1
i
}i∈I is also discrete (because so is {V1i }i∈I andU1i ⊆ V1i
for every i ∈ I) finishes the proof of the case n = 1.
Now suppose that we have built discrete families (in X) {Um
i
}i∈I and {Vmi }i∈I
of open sets in X satisfying (Pn) for each m = 1, . . . , n. Let us show that the
family {
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni
}
i∈I
is discrete in X. We shall check that both conditions in Lemma 3.37 are
verified:
(1) Let x ∈ X. Discreteness of {Un
i
}i∈I yields N ∈ Nx such that N meets
at most one member of {Un
i
}i∈I . We distinguish two cases: if x < Fn+1,
M = N ∩ (X r Fn+1) is a neighborhood of x in X such that M meets at most
one member of
{
(Ai ∩ Fn+1)∪Uni
}
i∈I . Otherwise, if x ∈ Fn+1 ⊆ F, discreteness
of {Ai}i∈I (in F) implies the existence of a neighborhood F ∩ M of x in F
(where M is a neighborhood of x in X) such that F ∩M meets at most one
member of the family {Ai}i∈I . Now, one easily verifies that M′ = N ∩M is
a neighborhood of x in X which intersects at most 2 members in the family{
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni
}
i∈I , which proves that it is locally finite.
(2) Let i , j in I. We will show that (Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni ∩ (A j ∩ Fn+1) ∪Unj = ∅.
Indeed, we have
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni ∩ (A j ∩ Fn+1) ∪Unj
=
(
Ai ∩ Fn+1 ∪Uni
)
∩
(
A j ∩ Fn+1 ∪Unj
)
⊆
(
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni
)
∩
(
(A j ∩ Fn+1) ∪Unj
)
=
(
Ai ∩A j ∩ Fn+1
)
∪
(
Un
i
∩Un
j
)
∪
(
Ai ∩ Fn+1 ∩Unj
)
∪
(
A j ∩ Fn+1 ∩Uni
)
.
Observe thatAi∩A j∩Fn+1 ⊆ Ai
F∩A j
F
= ∅ because of discreteness of {Ai}i∈I
in F. Similarly, Un
i
∩Un
j
= ∅ because of discreteness of {Un
i
}i∈I in X. Besides,
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one has
Ai ∩ Fn+1 ∩Unj ⊆ Ai ∩Unj ⊆ Ai ∩
(
Vnj r
⋃
k, j
Ak
)
⊆ Ai ∩ (Vnj r Ai) = ∅.
Similarly, one has A j ∩ Fn+1 ∩Uni = ∅. Thus, condition (2) is also satisfied.
Now,
{
(Ai∩Fn+1)∪Uni
}
i∈I is a discrete family of closed subsets inX and hence,
byκ-collectionwise normality ofX andLemma7.25, there is adiscrete family
(in X) {Vn+1
i
}i∈I of open sets in X satisfying (Ai ∩ Fn+1)∪Uni ⊆ Vn+1i for every
i ∈ I. In fact, we also have
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni ⊆ Vn+1i r
⋃
j,i
A j.
By way of contradiction, assume that x ∈ (Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪ Uni and x ∈
⋃
j,iA j.
First, note that necessarily x ∈ Ai ∩ Fn+1 (since x ∈ Uni would imply x ∈
Vn
i
r
⋃
j,i A j, thus x <
⋃
j,iA j). Since x ∈ Fn+1 ⊆ F, one has
x ∈ F ∩⋃
j,i
A j =
⋃
j,i
A j
F
=
⋃
j,i
A j,
where the last equality follows from Proposition 3.34 and the fact that {Ai}i∈I
is a discrete family of closed sets in F. Thus x ∈ Ai ∩A j for some j , iwhich
contradicts the pairwise disjointness of {Ai}i∈I .
By normality of X, for each i ∈ I there is an open set Un+1
i
in X verifying
(Ai ∩ Fn+1) ∪Uni ⊆ Un+1i ⊆ Un+1i ⊆ Vn+1i r
⋃
j,i
A j.
Observe that the family {Un+1
i
}i∈I is also discrete because {Vn+1i }i∈I is discrete
and Un+1
i
⊆ Vn+1
i
for every i ∈ I. Thus the existence of the desired families
{Un+1
i
}i∈I and {Vn+1i }i∈I is proved. Finally, set
Ui = F ∩
⋃
n∈N
Uni
for each i ∈ I. Clearly {Ui}i∈I is a family of open sets in F with the property
that Ai ⊆ Ui for every i ∈ I. We finish the proof if we show that the family
is also pairwise disjoint. Assume that i , j in I. By way of contradiction
assume that there is x ∈ Ui ∩ U j. Then x ∈ Un1i ∩ Un2j for some n1, n2 ∈ N.
Without loss of generality we may assume that n1 ≤ n2. Property (Pn)
implies that Un1
i
⊆ Un2
i
, and hence x ∈ Un2
i
∩ Un2
j
, which contradicts the
discreteness of the family {Un2
i
}i∈I . Hence F is κ-collectionwise normal. 
We now present the announced characterization of κ-collectionwise nor-
mality. We give a fully detailed version of the proof, based on the outlines
of the proof provided in [7] and [1, page 337, Problem 5.5.1(c)].
Theorem 7.28. Let κ > 1 be some cardinality and X a topological space. The
following are equivalent:
(i) X is κ-collectionwise normal;
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(ii) For every continuous mapping f : A −→ MJ(κ) of a closed subspace A of X
into the metric hedgehog, there exists a continuousmapping F : X −→MJ(κ)
such that F|A = f .
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii). Let A be a closed subspace of a collectionwise normal
space X and let f : A −→MJ(κ) be a continuous mapping. The composition
πκ ◦ f : A −→ [0, 1] is continuous (note that πκ is continuous because of
Proposition 7.6). Since we are in a normal space (see Remark 7.24), Tietze’s
extension theorem yields the existence of a continuous G : X −→ [0, 1] such
thatG|A = πκ ◦ f . For each i ∈ I, we set Fi = f−1
(
p ((0, 1] × {i})) .Wewill now
show that {Fi}i∈I is a discrete family of closed sets in G−1 ((0, 1]). First note
that for each i ∈ I one has
Fi =
{
x ∈ A | f (x) ∈ p ((0, 1] × {i})
}
=
{
x ∈ A | f (x) ∈ p ([0, 1] × {i}) , (πκ ◦ f )(x) ∈ (0, 1]
}
=
{
x ∈ A | f (x) ∈ p ([0, 1] × {i}) ,G(x) ∈ (0, 1]
}
= f−1
(
p ([0, 1] × {i})) ∩ G−1 ((0, 1]) ,
which shows that Fi is closed in G
−1((0, 1]). Nowwe prove the discreteness.
Let x ∈ G−1((0, 1]). We distinguish two cases. First, if x < A, we have
that x ∈ N = G−1((0, 1]) ∩ (X r A), which is an open neighborhood of x in
G−1((0, 1]). Since Fi ⊆ A for all i ∈ I, it follows that N does not intersect any
member in the family {Fi}i∈I . Now assume that x ∈ A. Since x ∈ G−1((0, 1]),
we have f (x) ∈ p ((0, 1] × {i0}) for some i0 ∈ I. Hence, x ∈ N = Fi0 , which is
an open neighborhood of x in G−1((0, 1]). Observe that Fi ∩ N = ∅ for all
i , i0. Hence {Fi}i∈I is discrete in G−1((0, 1]).
Note that G−1((0, 1]) =
⋃
n∈N G−1 ([1/n, 1]) is an Fσ-set, and by Theorem 7.27
it follows thatG−1((0, 1]) is κ-collectionwise normal (because so isX). There-
fore, there exists a family {Ui}i∈I of pairwise disjoint open sets in G−1((0, 1])
(and thus they are also open in X, because by continuity of G, one has that
G−1((0, 1]) is open in X) such that Fi ⊆ Ui for every i ∈ I.
Note that the sets A and X r
⋃
i∈I Ui are closed in X. We also have
A ∩
(
X r
⋃
i∈I
Ui
)
= A r
⋃
i∈I
Ui ⊆ A r
⋃
i∈I
Fi
= f−1
(
MJ(κ) r
⋃
i∈I
p ((0, 1] × {i})
)
= f−1 ({0}) .
Hence, if x is in the intersection above, one has (πκ ◦ f )(x) = 0, and so it
is ensured that the following combined map is well-defined:
h : A ∪
(
X r
⋃
i∈I Ui
)
−→ [0, 1]
x 7−→ h(x) =
(πκ ◦ f )(x) if x ∈ A;0 if X r⋃i∈I Ui.
Clearly, h is continuous in each of the closed sets A and X r
⋃
i∈In Ui, and
therefore the Pasting Lemma yields the continuity of h. By virtue of the
Tietze’s extension theorem again, we extend h to a continuous mapping
H : X −→ [0, 1]. Finally, since the family {Ui}i∈I ∪ {X r
⋃
i∈I Ui} is a pairwise
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disjoint cover of X, we define a new map as follows:
F : X −→ MJ(κ)
x 7−→ F(x) =
(H(x), i) if x ∈ Ui;0 if x ∈ X r⋃i∈I Ui.
We will show that F is the desired continuous extension of f . By Propo-
sition 3.5, we know that F is continuous if and only if πκ ◦ F and πi ◦ F are
continuous for every i ∈ I. Note that πκ ◦ F = H and πi ◦ F = χUi ∧ H for
every i ∈ I. Since H is already continuous, it is enough to show that χUi ∧H
is continuous for each i ∈ I. Let i ∈ I and t ∈ [0, 1). We have
[χUi ∧H > t] = {x ∈ X | χUi(x) > t, H(x) > t} = Ui ∩ [H > t],
which is open in X because it is the intersection of two open sets.
Similarly, for every i ∈ I and t ∈ (0, 1] one has
[χUi ∧H < t] = {x ∈ X | χUi(x) < t or H(x) < t} = (X rUi) ∪ [H < t]
=
⋃
j,i
U j ∪
(
X r
⋃
j∈I
U j
)
∪ [H < t].
Observe thatH
(
X r
⋃
j∈I U j
)
= h
(
X r
⋃
j∈I U j
)
= {0}, and therefore we have
X r
⋃
j∈I U j ⊆ [H < t]. Thus, we obtain
[χUi ∧H < t] =
⋃
j,i
U j ∪ [H < t],
which is open. Thus F is continuous. Finally, we check that F|A = f . Let
x ∈ A. If x ∈ X r⋃i∈I Ui, we have f (x) = 0 = F(x). Otherwise, if x ∈ Ui for
some i ∈ I, we get F(x) = (H(x), i) = ((πκ ◦ f )(x), i) = f (x), as desired.
(ii) =⇒ (i). Let {Fi}i∈I be a discrete family of closed subsets with |I| = κ. We
define
f :
⋃
i∈I Fi −→ MJ(κ)
x 7−→ f (x) = (1, i) if x ∈ Fi.
ByProposition 3.39,wehave that f is continuous, and thus it admits a con-
tinuous extensionF : X −→ MJ(κ). For every i ∈ I, setUi = F−1
(
p((0, 1] × {i}).
Clearly {Ui}i∈I is a pairwise disjoint family of open sets such that Fi ⊆ Ui for
every i ∈ I. 
Corollary 7.29. Let X be a topological space. The following are equivalent:
(i) X is collectionwise normal;
(ii) For each cardinal κ and every continuous mapping f : A −→ MJ(κ) of a
closed subspace A of X into the metric hedgehog, there exists a continuous
mapping F : X −→ MJ(κ) such that F|A = f .
Remark 7.30. We already know that MJ(2)  [0, 1]. Thus, by letting κ = 2,
Theorem 7.28 yields Tietze’s extension theorem as a particular case.
Remark 7.31. For every 2 ≤ κ ≤ ℵ0, we know that κ-collectionwise normality
is equivalent to normality. Further, if κ > 2, one has that the spaces MJ(κ)
andMJ(λ) are non-homeomorphic for every cardinality λ. Thus, if we take
2 < κ ≤ ℵ0 in Theorem 7.28, we get infinitely many different (topologically)
Tietze-type characterizations of normality.
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8. A summary of topological properties of the three hedgehogs
The following table summarizes all the previously proved properties of
the three hedgehogs.
Quotient Metric Compact
κ < ℵ0 κ = ℵ0 κ > ℵ0 κ < ℵ0 κ = ℵ0 κ > ℵ0 κ < ℵ0 κ = ℵ0 κ > ℵ0
Arcwise connected + + + + + + + + +
Compact + - - + - - + + +
Complete + + + + + +
First countable + - - + + + + + -
Fre´chet–Urysohn + + + + + + + + +
Hausdorff + + + + + + + + +
Locally compact + - - + - - + + +
Metrizable + - - + + + + + -
Normal + + + + + + + + +
Regular + + + + + + + + +
Second countable + - - + + - + + -
Separable + + - + + - + + -
T1 + + + + + + + + +
Totally bounded + + - - + +
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